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Marcia Hamilton \\ ill Seek Full Term As President
by Art Schneider
tend Kean one more year to get
In an interview given to the In- _ her degree in occupational
dependent last Friday, Marcia
therapy, says that one of the ways
Hamilton, who became president
she will improve the credibility of
of the Kean Sttjdent Organization
Student Organization will be to
three weeks ago, upon the
increase her accessibility to the
resignation of James Coholan,
students by maintaining regular
said that she will seek a full term
office hours.
for that office in the upcoming
"I feel that if your in an office
March 12th elections.
and you have responsibilities to
She also said in the interview, in
t;,e students, they have to have
which she discussed some of her
the opportunity to get in touch
observations of the events which
with you ." She went on further to
transpired in Student Organizasay that she wants the students to
tion these past two years, that the
be able to trust her. "I want to be
vacancy in her former office as
cqmp letely honest with stud.ents
vice president will probably not
when they come in to discuss
be filled until afte r the elect ions in
their probfems."
March. The normal procedure for
Marcia Hamilton transferred
filling vacancies is to offer the
from a coll ege in North Carolina
position to the person who ran sefor the 1979-80 school year. In
cond in the previous election.
October of 1979 she was apThat particular student Rhonda
pointed junior class president to
Fleming, however, no longer atfill a vacancy. Soon after joining
tends Kean.
student organization, she served
"It could look very bad," she
on the committee that drew up
says, "if we appoint someone and
Media Guidelines. That committhey decided to run. An opponent tee was formed in response to the
would have a va lid point in conlndependent's In competent
sidering the election vo id."
issue. Initially, she was
Ms. Hami lton, who still must at"shocked" about some of the

-

.

language that was used and "was
concerned that students who just
glance at the paper would
misunderstand it." Eventually she
said she "did realize the point the
Independent was making about
how stupid racism was."
In her first year as junior class
president, Ms. Hamilton was im, pressed with former president
James Coholan. " I was impressed
with his leadership abilities and
his intelligence," she recalls, "He
had a good working knowledge of
Student Organzation and a good
working knowl~dge of parliamentary procedure. I felt that he commanded a large amount of respect
from the Student Council and
even from the Executive board."
The turning point in their relationship at Student Organization
occured thi s past summer, when
her re·spect turned to " distrust." .
At the end of the spring 1980
semester, Mr. Coholan was accused of taking furniture from a dormitory lounge and putting it in his
room. Ms. Hamilton wanted to
Photo by Jane Maltz

(Continued on page 3)

Marcia Hamilton will seek her own term as Student Org. President.
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Dori Fired: Trustees Hear Appeal
by M.C. Burns
Tempers flared on Mondav, as
Dr. Haim Dori of the economics

Photo by Jane Maltz

Department appealed to the
Board of Trustees askins them to
reconsider their decision not to
reappoint him. Dori was notified
of his dismissal along with 10
other teachers on December 8,
, 1980.
Dr. Dori, who was . accompanied by 30 supporting students
read from a news story in the
Elizabeth ~ - Journal wlclich at
tributed Nathan Weiss, college
president with the statement that
Dori and the others were released
because of poor attitudes and lack
of interest in their J ubjects. On
hearing that Weiss becam'e extremely angry and denied ever
having said or implied the printed
statements. He stood up and
shouted his denials, disrupting the
meeting.
Publicly, the board has stated

that all of the teachers not reap~nted were \e\ w.c:> beca\&• d. incompetence .

Oor\

'hoped ·

o

disprove the b@rd' s re~l_l!IJM,
~ Y of-ffle ~ ~ i l j j o n
Dori's behalf. They represented
many ages and backgrounds.
Some had already graduated and ·
others are still attending classes
here.
"Dr Dori is not only a high
caliber teacher but also a very
good man," said David Rogerson,
-a -sttttleflt. H€ added, "He has a
real mastery of the subject and is
'able to retain students' interest. It
would be a shame to let him go."
Another student, Steven
Horowitz stated, "This charade
doesn't impress me at all. These
accusations of ineffective teaching
are nonsense. I think we need
some straight talk here."
Eleven students spoke up on

(Continued on page 3)

Nathan Weiss and Doreen Bitterman listen impassively as students appeal on behalf of Haim Dori.
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Kean Students Attend MCAA Convention
by Barb Harvey
Three Mechanical Contracting
students from Kean College attended the 92nd annual convention of the Mechanical Contractors Association of America.
The three men who represented
the college included , Bob
Longosz, Phill Andreoli , and Tom
Mika. The confe·rence had been
held between January 24 through
the 29.
.
The convention this year was
held on Maui, one of the
Hawaiian Islands. As in the past
four years, three complimentary
passes were given to Mechanical
Contracting Students. Money for
the students plane fares as well as
their expenses were raised by
several fund raisers, which were
held by the Evening and Daytime
Student Council.
During the · convention , the
studenfs participated in various
activities which included
workshops, meetings and social

events.
Throughout the conference, a
display table which was manned
by the students, had been set up
in the lobby in order to make
Kean as well as its Mechanical
Contracting-program.
Lists of graduating students in
the major had also been given out
to any contractor interested in hiring. The students brought back
names and addresses of hiring
contractors throughout the country. These lists are available to
those seeking employment in the
contracting f1eld.
Guest speakers at the convention included Jonn Anderson and
Jack Anderson.
Accordi~ to the students, it
was a truly edu cational experience by making contacts with
the prospective employers, as
well as promoting the mechanical
contracting program. The trip
must be considered successful
and worthwhile.

Photo by Dave Goodman

Industrial Studies sent three students to

a conference in

Hawaii.
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The Part-Time Student

Newsbeat

by Mar y 5/avitt

T.V. · As An Art

'

Instructional television plays an important role in the make-up and
purpose of New Jersey Public Television . On Wednesday, February 25,
1981 at 7:40 in Hutchinson Hall, room JlOO, Mr. Thomas Valenti, an
educational service representttive of New Jersey Public Television, will
present a multi-media pro.gram on the use of television as an instructional tool.
Instructional television in the classroom is designed to complement
the teacher's work, rather than replace the teacher. Thi"s means careful
planning by the teacher to assure the optimum value of television.
The evening's program is sponsored by the Delta Rho Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi,• National Education Honor Society. The offices of Kappa
Delta Pi encourage all interested students and faculty to join them for
an informative and interesting evening.

Registration can be fun and
fruitful! All that's necessary to
make this needed procedure efficient is to read material at the
front of the course-listing guides,
the back of the registration advisement sheets and to remember
from one year to the next when
registration occurs. Advance
r1;gistration for summer, for instance, will be around April 1
through May 1; for fall from April
28-May 1 (tentative) and for spring
around October 21-30.

Having just gone through open
registration, however, I believe
that student anxieties, which
seem to peak at this time, can be
The Award winning film, The Trials of Alger Hiss, will be shown
relieved through efficient reading
twice on Wednesday, February 25, 1981 , and is open to anyone who is
and attention to- directions.
, interested. The running time is two hours and 45 minutes. Showings·
Perhaps a few helpful hints, such
will be at 1:30 - 4:15 p.m . in the Little Theatre, and 5 - 7:45 p.m. in
as submitting "closed course rej-100.
quests" (when a course is closed)
Sponsored by the Departments of Political -Science and Philosophy,
at each registration except the
this film centers on the famous espionage and conspiracy- trials of the
final change-of-program day, will
state department employee accused of Communist subversion by the
help. These sheets are available at
then Congressman Richard Nixon during the McCarthy era . Hiss was the course card station .
eventually convicted of perjury on the testimony of former C0mmunist
This places the student on a
Whitaker Chambers.
The film is strong on its re-creation of the trials themselves, including waiting list. The record of finding
interviews with jurors, witnesses, and other observers and in its pictur- places in classes for students on
ing of the age, of anti-Communist activity, Congre~sional investigations, the basis of the waiting lists is
outstanding, provided the student
ambitious politicians taking advantage of public hysteria.
has left a telephone number
Viewing this film is an intense experience, but worth the effort.
where he can be reached . There
is also the possibility of securing a
course-0\ler:load for a closed

Film On Alger Hiss

_

Politics ...

Attention: All Political Science and Public Administration Majors, and
all students interested in the Political Process.
The Kean College Republican Club is sponsoring a trip and delegation
to the Union County Republican Mini Convention . At this convention
the County Organization will selects its candidates for Governor,
Freeholders and various other positions. Students are urged to participate in a first hand experience of Democracy in action.
·
All interested students please contact Fred Palensar Chairman Kean
Collese Republican Club by leaving a note in his mailbox in the English
aff,c:e Wiffis 305 or through The Political Science Dept.

All Are Welcome
.To Join CEC
-Meetings are

. . . More Politics

Tuesday 1 :40

The Kean College Republican Club announces its Executive Committee. Fred Palensar has been selected Chairman, Paul J. Capista,
Treasurer, James B.M. Ferrigno, Secretary, Sharon White, Publicity
Chairlady, and last sem~ter's Chairman David Butler will serve as Program Director.
The new Executive Committee extends its invitation to all new interested students to contact the Chairman either through the Political
Science Office or through his mailbox in Willis 305.

Room J-137

Tax Aid And Low Income
Especially trained senior accounting students from Kean C~llege of
New Jersey are providing, free of charge, tax return preparation services for senior citizens and low income earners at three locations in
Union County .
Dr. Pam Elakman, an accounting professor at Kean, said the work will
be done between 6 and 9 P.M. by appointments that can be made by
phoning the three centers between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays.
The locations, phone numbers and dates are: Kean College,
Whiteman Center Lounge, 527-~616, Feb. 24 and 25 and March 24 and
25; Plainfield Civic Center, 753-3506, Feb. 12 and March 3 and 26;
Rahway Public Library, 388-0761, Feb. 23 and March 16.
Elakman, a New York City resident, said the assistance is limited to individuals with incomes of less than $13,000 if single and.$17,000 if married. A certified public accountant supervises all work done by the student volunteers, she said.
The program is known as the Tax Aid Services Inc. and is sponsored
by the New Jersey Society of Certified Public Accountants.

ft\

Pilgrim Medica1 Group

5

1!~~RM~!~r~m!~~~~:~ w k s ~
Locai or General Anesthesia
2nd Trimester (16 thru 23 wks.)

.,.J
lstTRIMttTER

LOCAL ONLY UP TOIO wms
MEDICADE PATIENTS UP TO 12 WIS.

• FREE PREGNANCY TEST

• EXAMINATION AND

COUNSELING
THE ONLY STATE LICENSED
ABORTION FACILITY IN
ESSEX. PASSAIC. MORRIS.
UNION AND MIDDLESEX
COUNTIES.
Master Charge • Visa • Bae .

$150
$100:

HOURS 9-5 P.M.
MON . .THRU SAT.
746-1500
IN NJ tALL TOLL FREE

(800) 772-2174
393 BLOOMFIELD AVE
MONTCLAIR N J 07042

''WE CARE"

course.
This is more difficult but not impossible, and should only be used
as a last resort. The policy for
overloading differs from department to department but in most
cases involved getting written permission preferably on the
"overload" form, from the
department chairperson. I believe
students might be more relaxed
during registration periods when
they know more about getting in:
to courses which happen to ..be
most popoular. One bit of advice
is to practice personal flexibility.
Frequently sections of the same
course are open , for those who
can adjust to another time. Best of
all - students entitled to advance
registration should use it, com-

plete the forms conscientiously
and then be almost assured of getting th.e schedules they want.
In addition there's no need to
stand in departmental lines except
for specific information about
course content, etc. If you know
that you' re registering for the correct coi,JrSes, go directly to an
academic advisor (or certification
or graduate counselor) for the
signature on your registration advisement sheet. These advisors
are identified by large signs and
usually sit at tables adjacent to .
faculty advisors .
All of us, working with registration, want to make this process as
effortless as possible. That's
another good thought to keep in
mind.

Free Pregnancy Testi~g
NORTH
Free Counseling Service
JERSEY
We_provide a sensrt1Ve and G y NEC O LOGICAL
caring atmosphere for all
CENTER
our palients while maintaining strict
confidentiality. State Licensed Bo■ rd
Certified Gy111cologists 111d Urologists

40 UNION AVE.
SUITE 104
IRVINGTON. N.J.

••le

,ertorm 1bortio11S,
ind female
sterilizetions in -■chlition lo complete
gynecologic ■I

c ■ re.

(near G.S. Parkway)
One Block from
Irvington Center

We also offer
counseling, birth control methods.
referrals when appropriate and a 24
hour answering service.

HOURS 9-5
IIOI. THRU SAT.

Immediate Appointinellts Available

VISA / MASTER CHARGE
ACCEPTED

Ann Klein
Ann Klein, former Commissioner of the New Jersey Department of Human Services, will participate in a workshop "Careers in
Social Services" to be held on
Tuesday, Februry 24, 1981 at l:40
P.M. in J-100, Hutchinson Hall.
Other speakers at the workshop
include Mildred Hamilton, Executive Director of the Jewish
Family Service Agency of Central
New Jersey and Frank Durkin,
Director of Social Services for

Roosevelt Hospital.
These speakers will discuss and
answer questions about career
opportunities in the New Jersey
Department of Human Serivces,
private social service agencies

and hospital social services .
This workshop is sponsored by
the Kean College Career Planning
and Placement Office and the
Sociology/Social Work Department. Everyone is invited to attend .

Veteran· Affairs .Brief
by Vicky Schindler
There are still veterans who
have not been to our office to sign
for their benefits for the Spring

semester. If you have any doubt
about signing your paperwork,
call us immediately. We will
check your folder and give you an

Notice To All Students Receiving A Tuition Aid Grant
Spring semester Tuition Aid Grant (TAG) awards have been
reduced by the Student Assistance Board because there is not
enough money in the program to provide funds to all eligible
students. The chart below shows the Estimated Family Contribution (EfC), the original TAG award, and the revised spring
semester award· for TAG recipients at Kean:
Revised
Spring Award
EFC
Original Award
370
320
Under 750
300
750-1049
350
240
1050-1349
300
200
1350-1649
250
160
1650-1949
200
1950-2249
150
120
80
2250-2549
100
50
2550 2849
50

In order to help off-set the reduction of spring semester TAG
awards, a limited number of hardship tuition waivers are
available. The waivers will reduce spring semester tuition by up
to 20% for certain students.
The following items must be on file in the Financial Aid Office
in order to be considered for a 'hardship tuition waiver: '
a. A 1980-81 New Jersey Financial Aid Form processed by the
College Scholarship Service.
b. A student Eligibility Notice (SEN) and a completed Tax
Form
c. A completed ' Request for Hardship Tuition Waiver'
Application.
The 'Request for Hardship Tution Waiver' Application is
available in the Financial Aid Office and must be complet'ed and
returned· to the Financial Aid Office by February 27, 1981 .
Students will be notified by the Financial Aid Office it'they are
selected to receive the waiver.

approximation on the date of
receipt of your check. All benefits
are retroactive to the first day of
the semester, but the sooner you
sign for your benefits, the sooner
you will receive your check.
Benefits are not AUTOMATIC,
they must be signed for each
semester. According to.VA regulation, we cannot submit any
veteran for his benefits unless he
authorizes us to do so by coming
to our office with proof of payment.
The New Jersey State Tuition
Credit Program is again in effect
for this Spring semester. The requirements are the same as last
semester, but have changed since
the school year 1979-1980.
.Veterans eligible for the rebate
must have served on Active Duty
for some time between 12/31/60
and 8/1/74. The veteran must also
be a New Jersey resident for at
least 2 years. Veterans who did
not receive the rebate last
semester must also bring a copy of
their DD-214 to our office with
the application . For those who
received the rebate last semester,
new applications will not be
necessary. If we need any information from you , we will be in
contact. However, applications
will be mailed to the new veterans
at the end of this month. If you
believe you are eligible for • the
rebate and have not previously
received it or been in contact with
us, call our office . We can be
reached at 527-2028, 2029.
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S.PEAK OUT!

Views From The Mountain

00 YOU THI NK WE SHOULD BUY PING RY AT AN EXTRA $100 PER
YEA R FO R EACH STUDE.NT? AND WHY?

Coholan,
Pingry,
And
'

Everything!
by John O'Reilly

Not necessary, it's too costly
and it will cost the students too
much - $400 for each for the four
Mormoh Sesay

Definitely, the added grounds
would provide extra recreational
facilities and possibly more activities.

No, night students wouldn't be
able to use it because they work
during the day.
Pat Robinser

Hiarie Frank

PRE LAW CLU B_
No, I think the money could
be put to use here on campus.
Jim Blair

CEC'S ANNUAL
DANCE MARA THON
April 3rd and 4th
Sign Up Now In
Student Center
February 23 - 27
No, they should do more with
what they have here. They should
clean up the dorms.

WE N,EED _YOUR FEET

(Continued from page 1)

Dori's behalf, each one commenting that not only was he a fi ne
Hamilton became " irate" toward teacher but also a cari ng person .
Mr. Coholan concerning hi s ac- They repeatedly asked the boa~d
tions in the student strike ca lled_ to state the true reason for Dori's
by the state colleges. The strike dismissal but received no reply.
When Dori rose to speak he
was called in protest of legislation
that would allocate money from was interrupted several times by
tution hikes for tuition assistance board members. This caused Mel
grants. The bill was scheduled for Friedman, husband of one of
a vote on a Monday session of the Dori 's students to inake the
assembly. Most of the other state strongest comments of the day
colleges announced their plans against the board. " You are
for a strike on Thursday but the badgering this man," he said .
Kean Student Organi za tion did " You should be ashamed of
yourselves ... Who are you that
not take any action until Friday .
" Th e N ew Jersey Student you can sit there so smug?"
Maureen K. Bitterman, viceAssociation sent him information
on which he was supposed to res- chairman of the board responded
pond but for some rea so n or to Dori's statement. " First; I must
anothe r didn't," she reca lled. point out that this is not a court of
" Jim liked to keep things to law, " she said . "We will not adhimself so that he could really in- dress specifics on this question.
itiate actions ... and in not wanting No further comments will be
to do anything about it he didn't made."
Elaine Friedman, a student,
inform us about it unril it was realsaid , "It could only heighten our
ly too late."
Marcia Hamilton says she wants respect for the board if they
to " take the politics out of Student would reconsider this. Dr. Dori is
Organiz_at ion because if certainly not incompetent. "
After the meeting Weiss stated
does not help communication."
She also plans to take issues to the that the Board would not take up
full Student Council before a for- the question again and declined
mal motion is made at Executive to discuss it further. He has
Board. " I want to give greater received more t han 50 letters
credibility to the decisions of Stu- from students and faculty
dent Org=rnization by having members asking that he reconsider his recommendation.
greater student input."

Hamilton Seeks Presidency
(Continued from page 1)

Dr. Michael Israel - Advisor
Mary T. Donnelly - President

Dori Fired

Sue Ann Lepensky

read a letter from a minority student regarding the incident at a
meeting of executi ve board over
the summer. Mr. Coholan ruled
her out of order because the letter
was unsigned, and she would
have a lawsuit against her.
"After the meeting, when I called the lawyer, he said that this
was an issue that the executive
board should have been made
aware of. At the next meeting we
just · passed around the letter/'
Towards the end of his first
term , Ms. Hami lton recalls how
Mr. Coholan "started to use
parliamentary procedure as a
mechani sm for not allowin g
discussion on somethi ng he didn' t
feel should be discussed. She sa id
that hi s behavior regarding proced ure " mad e executive board
members feel unimportant. "
" He didn' t encourage Mrs.
Courtjohn," she said in reference
to Mr. Coholan's relationship with
tlie studen·t activities coordinator,
'He didn' t rea ll y listen to her input. I beli eve that she is sincere in
wanting to see students getting involved and closing out her input, I
think it hurt Student Organization. "
In fall semester of 1980, M s.

The Pre-Law club will hold its
first meeting of the Spring semester
on Tu esday, February 24, 1981 in
J-103 at 1 :40 p.m .
Dr. Michael Israel will discuss
important changes in the Law
School Admission Test (LSATI. He
will also discuss the implications of
the new policy and offer some suggestions for preparation .
Any student interested is
welcome to attend.

There is so much going on lhis week that my column will be broken
up into several parts this week, each pa'rt to highlight on one of the bu rning issues going on at campus.
The first thing we are wondering is whether or not it's a good idea to
buy Pingry. On the surface it seems like a good idea to pick up all
that extra land for student activities. Just think of all that extra land to
play on and to use for that free time between classes. Sounds good
doesn't it?
Wrong, absolutely not. First of all, what if you o·nly have an -hour or so
between classes . How are you going to get to Pingry; which is a quarter
of a mile away, and back within the hour, impossible .
. Argument two against it is the fact that so few students now part1c1pate in Student activities. What makes anyone think that students
are willing _to travel that extra distance when half of them won't walk
over to the student center now.
Argument three, this is a biggy folks, money!
Why do we, the students, have to pay for this extra land? Better yet,
where are we.going to.get the mo_ney to p_ay for thi s extra Jand? The-extra charge, one-hundred dollars a year, comes at a time when we can
barely afford to put a tank of gas in our cars, now they' re telling us ante
up another $100 for a building barely half of you will use. And what
about financial aid students? This tution increase coming at a time when
aid is being cut could be disas!erous to many students who can barely
afford college now. We say forget Pingry, worry about improving the
area on the present campus.
·
Funny isn't it, but Pat lppolito's idea to rennovate the present student
center is looking better and better all the time.
If the administray buys Pingry we will be getting a raw deal but not
half as raw as the deal former Student Council President Jim Coho/an
got.
If you read his resignation letter (printed here last week) you wil
notice that he was not allowed to register late despite the fact that he
applied for special permission due to unusual circ.umstances. W'nv noH
We think his circumstances were unusual enough ~he was in ja1') to

warrant special perrT)ission.
.
As a result he was forced to resign as Student Org. President. While
Coholan was no day at the beach he was a fighter for the students ans;J
the students rights and should not have been treated so shabbily by the
administration or his fellow students.
It seems to us that he is already being convicted for his part int he
Foodscam caper, if he is guilty he deserves everything he gets, but let'swait until the trial is over before convicting him.
Coholan's recent troubles seems to have taken everyone's mind off
the recent problems Student Org. is undergoing. A word of warning
-let's not forget them ,- no improvement rs in sight.
While on the subject of Student Org., we must remember that Student Org. Executive Board elections are only a month or so away. Word
is that there will be .a wide variety of candidates to chose from, there
will' be some skilled ones plus the usual bunch of simple-minded glory
seekers.
For this election, let's do something different, we' ll put good,
qualified people in office. C'mon now·won ' t that be a welcome change
from the bunch we' ve hacj running around the past- few years. If you
want to know who the best ca ndidates are, keep following the Independent. We will conduct personal interviews with all those running
as well as report on the speeches they give.
Finally, one last tidbit. I' m disappointed this holiday season that none
of the Fraternities or Sororities sent me Valentine's Day greetings. That's
right, nothing, not flowers, not candy, not even a lousy ca rd .
Sure there was that half-hearted letter from some Gee member in last
week's paper, but that hardly qualifies as a Valentine greeting. Guys,
you' re going to get on next year' s enemies list if you don' t ~hape up.
Anyone who wants to can drop us a line as to what you would like to
see in future columns, that is if you want to see future columns, just
come into the Independent offices anytime and let us know what you
want.

KEAN COLLEGE
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independent
EDITORIAL
It was reported in last week's Independent that the Administratio,:, of Kean College has launched an attempt to purchase Pingry
school on North Ave., which is a little less than a quarter mile
from Kean, and use this faci1ity along with its athletic fields tb
relieve the overcrowding of offices in the Student Center and expand upon the inadequate playing fields which we now use.
After publishing our initial story people began to wonder which
of the student groups would be the ones who would be asked, or
maybe,told, to move their operations over to the Pingry campus
and what would be the affect of this quarter mile separation from
the main c~mpus. Other questions raised concerned the amount
of space available to students versus the administration, the cost
increase in tuition for those who would_be payj n_g it, po~sibly b-rthe fall of 1982 and in effect would this be a wise move for us to
make overall.
In terms of campus size, if Kean were to purchase Pingry we
would still be the second smallest state college in New Jersey, second only to Jersey City. We can expand further only on a small
percentage of the existing campus and that would be disastrous to
the landscape which has already suffered from ·Kean's growing
pains.
Along with the acquisition of Pingry for approximately 4 million
do\\ars, the Administration has planned for the renovation of

Dougall and Whiteman halls to convert these buildings back into
dormitories. This would add about two hundred and fifty beds
which would be used by freshmen.
_
The Administration, in attempts to reduce the cost per credit increase which will be paid by the students, has proposed to rent
some of the available rooms at Pingry to house Campus Police
and to relieve some of the Admin. crowding. The amount of office space which would be divided between the two reads at
Students - 75% , Administration - 25%.
Another proposal, brought up by Assistant Vice President of Administration Charlie Kimmett, which can reduce the tuition increase , for students, is the purchase of Pingry without the
residences located behind the playing fields . This would reduce
the cost of buying the school and reduce the initial proposed tuition hike of $3.50 to possibly lower than $3 .00 per credit. ·
Kean College has been thinking of Pingry for some time now. In
·1 978 Kean had the Pingry purchase in mind when they submitted
a bond proposal for the building of new facilities. The bond ·was
defeated and nothing more was mentioned until Pingry announced that there was a developer who wa s interested in buying the
property. When questioned , Dean of St udents Pat Ippolito and
Asst. V .P. Charlie Kimmett said that they did not know who the
developer: was but did say that this person might build houses on
the playing fields and convert the school building into office
facilities. Meetings were held between Kean and .the Westminster
Civic A~sociation, a group of residents of the area, and they expressed their hope that- the Pingry school ~ould remain as is,
favoring Kean's purchase.
Though a limted time frame.has been thrust upon Kean before it
must decide whether to b~y Pingry, students will be the ones who
will be affected in the 1ong ru·n. This transaction is favorable
because of the additional athletic fields and student facilities
(Continued qn page 5)

Elvis Who?
'

1

Dear Editor,
After reading Charles Fowler' s bit on Elvis Whazhisname' s recent
concert and his praise fo r him as king of rock and roll, I' d like to ask you
a question __ .Does the name Holly ring a bell? Yea, you' ll remember
him, he sang rock and roll, wore black rimmed glasses, skinn y ti es and
fift ies clothes. Th ing is he did it in the fift ies. Whaz hisname couldn' t
shine his red shoes.
·
O.K. , Whazhisname is talented and has produced some nice stuff but
for my money it's all been down hill since " M y Aim Is True." One
album and some singles does not a kin g make. O .K.
As for some other parasites, to name a few, wh o are " Livi ng In The
Past" ... Rockpile, George "Somebody" & The Destroyers, B-52' s, The
Ramones, Joe Jackson, the list is endless. Give a listen, wearing
leathers, dancing on stage ala Chuck Berry, greased hair, it's all been
done before! O.K. ? Try someth ing new.
Your last pure rocker died in New York last December. He used to
say " Ya Shoulda been there," (S0' s or in the beginning, that is)
something none of you boys anrl girls can say because they weren' t. No
matter how much you guys pretend, it' s ' 81 , not ' 51 or ' 61 , O.K. ? Your
music ain' t bad but it' s notbing new.
So let' s wait ten or fifteen years O.K.? The name Pres ley, that' s
P.R.E.S.L.E.Y. as in Elvis, is what people w ill remember. Not,
w haznisname? I guarantee it. ·- ~
Chri s Payne
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South Africa -A-New Dude Ranch
by Ted Rudnicki

Why Pingry Now?
I

I

Dear Editor,
', ;,
.
There is no denying that the Pingry School is a fine facility, but i~ it
right to impose an additional financial burden on thi; students of thi's institution in order to secure its purchase? Kean stude~ts already have to
contend with the rising cost of gasoline, books, and ttJition, should they
also have to shoulder a multi-million dollar debt to purchase something
most of them will not derive a direct benefit from?
Also, why has it taken until February 12th for the Pingry purchase
discussions to be brought to the attention of this college's students? It is
clear that we are being pressured into this Pingry deal. The Pingry
School has been on the market off and on for over eight years. The
town of Hillside considered buying it, other private schools considered
buying it, Union County considered buying it, and three years ago,
Kean College considered buying it, but no one as yet has bought it,
. why?
T. Devaney

With little ceremonial fanfare
Ronald Reagan's one time
presidential campaign manager
John Sears, has taken a giant step
into the arena of international
politics and fire swallowing. Mr.
Sears recent assumed activity is to
function as a private public relations consultant on behalf of the
white minority government of
South Africa. His espoused duties
will be to aid the ruling South
African National Party (which has
dominated power there for over
three decades, currently holds 80
per cent of the seats in Parliament), in promoting a-'favorable
climate' for international trade
and investment. The scheme of
this agreement ensue a calculated
response involving many concerned parties. Certainly the
United States Foreign policy
strategists and South African
rulers interalia _are conspicuous.
The latter are eager to shift the
current world-wide tide of condemnation away from its Apartheid policy . (NOTE: Prime

Minister P.W. Botha this week
rejected the idea of including
blacks in a new advisory body studying constitutional change) The
former wishes to strengthen
bonds with an old friend. While it
is acknowledged Sears post is not
an official U.S. administrative appointment, what it reveals is "a
tendency to see South Africa
largely in strategic terms." So
quotes a Feb. 8th New York
Times article on the State Department. This view reflects Reagan' s
idle concern for placing Human
Rights at a top diplomatic priority.
What remains to be seen are
parallel movements taken by
other western-dependent nations.
The world community has
steadfastly condemned South
Africa' s refusal to abide by United
Nations and International Court
of Justice convenants and
charters. Charters and convenants
to which it was a signed supporter. In 1945 when the Charter
of the U . N . was founded,
Declarations regarding the rights
of sovereign nations and the

"rights of sovereign nations and
the " rights of territories whose
people have not yet (emphasis
added) attained a full measure of ·
self government," were then
given recognition and obligation.
South African delegates (who
chose them?) were willing
members to such agreements.
How was it to be that these same
noble mandates were not exercised within South Africa itself!
How is it that black Africans
were and still forcibly restricted
and deported to reservations of
"natural homelands" as Prime
Minister Botha refers to them.
Blacks must carry passports when
they are in designated "white"
areas, why Mr. Sears? Speak up
Mr. Sears the world is impatient
for answers .
It was announced January 28th,
1981 that there will be a general
election for South Africa's white
voters. There are 2.2 million
whites and no non-whites on the
election rolls. Do you know that
South Africa' s total population is
over 27 million? Whose interest
will John Sears serve.

Indy Strikes Again
Dear Editor,
Whatever Jim Coholan did recently was foolish and incomprehensible. Dean Ippolito showed compassion and maturity by stating that a
court would try Jim and that he should not be judged otherwise. The
same cannot be said about the Independent and its crude cartoon
about Coholan.
Very trul\' yours,
Gertrude Levine

WKNJ's First Anniversary
Dear Editor,
I would like to take this opportunity to belatedly congratulate our
radio station, WKNJ, on its first anniversary of going FM.
We here at Kean are fortunate to have the only FM radio station in all
of Union County. This was made possible only because of the persistant
labors of those who worked tirelessly to make WKNJ what it is today one of the most diversifed and exciting college radio stations in New
Jersey. Thus, I believe that it is safe to say the celebration of this anniversary is that of a dream that became reality. It is something that all
of us at Kean College can take pride in .
To Dave, Jerry, Angel, Donna Lee, Jim, Chris, and everyone else at
WKNJ, best wishes for the future! I' m sure that I join with many others
in predicting much success in the years to come.
Sincerely,
Anthony J. Brennan
Student Council Representative

Why Abortion Is Wrong
Dear Editor,
Abortion is wrong, but not for the reason generally given . The life is
more than the body, and one cannot destroy a life by destroying a fetus
or body. If a life is not permitted to enter this world by one woman , it
will enter by another woman .
The life principle (Love God - Love your neighbor as yourself) is the
design of the essence of life (God) for how a human being is to live. A
life enters the human state for the purpose of building and fostering the
life-giving movement of the essence of life (God) within the human
state. When the essence of life (God) engages itself in the process of forming a human body through which a life is to come into this world and
live, the only correct path one has is to assist that process. In assisting
that process, one loves God (one builds and fosters the life-giving
movement of the essence of life (God) within the human state). If one
destroys or aborts that process, one hates God (one tears down and
destroys the life-giving movement of the essence of life (God) within the
human state).
Apart from special circumstances, abortion is wrong because it is a
direct act of hate against the essence of life (God) itself.
Signed,
Ray Kalainikas

All Letters to the Editor must be typed and submlned to the Edhor by
3:00 P.M. the Friday prior to public.tion. AN leaen must be sisned.
.athoup na,nes wll be withheld from publication upon reque&

letten to the Editor should be sHled.

FREE
LEGAL SERVICES
· Counseling By A Practicing Attorney
Every Thursday from 1 :00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.
STUDENT ORGANIZATION OFFICES
COLLEGE CENTER BLDG
Kean College of New Jersey
PROBLEMS?

YOU
can become a member of
Student Council!!!
Fill out an application today
in Student Org.! !!
Vacancies in every class!!!
EDITORIAL

. (Continued from page 4)

which will open up, but it is up to every group on campus to draw
up their own proposals for their future needs and should also take
into account whether their particular group would best serve the
college community on the main campus or off. If Pingry is bought
an advisory board will have to be established between students
and administration to plan all the moves which will take place. It
·is a chance for the reorganization of student gro~ps and the
chance to expand. The cost increase per credit is not outrageous
considering that every other state college in NJ has an established
student center fee with the exception of Kean. If we were to pay
an additional $3.50 per credit, Kean would still be one of the least
expensive state colleges to attend. All in all, the pros for the purchase of Pi ngry outweigh the cons .
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Entertainment for Dogs

. Gang of.Four
by Mitka

,::

Since this is my first writing in
newsprint, I chose Gang of Four
and their album Entertainment
because these guys have
something important to say,
regardless of the 2 year delay to
review it. Gang of Four's wo.rk
deals with political oppression
and social alienation that is as real
as the turmoil in the land of Britains and bombs. Their whole
aura is politically centered to the
left, according to a right world.
This is evident in their lyrics, interviews, group name and even their
album cover.
For those of you that have not
been watching world affairs on
your 18' screen; Gang of Four is
the name of the accused revolutionary group led by Jiang Jing,
widow of Mao Tse-tung. She and
others were jailed for conspiring
against <;:hina's top man Deng
Xiaoping during the Chinese
Cultural Revolution of the 1960's.
The album contains prints with
short quotes, my favorite being
the front cover. It has 3 sq uare
prints each depicting an Indian

and a white man shaking hands, it
reads as follows - "The Indian
smiles!, he thinks that the cowboy
is his friend . The cowboy smiles,
he is glad the Indian is fooled.
Now he can exploit him".

"The sum of the parts equal the
whole."
Lyrics are filled with themes ot
disillusionment, war, love, sex
and boredom to name a few. The
album contains 12 so ngs in all, all _
of which are worth mentioning,
but I don't want to take the fun .·
and guesswork away from you if
you should decide to go out and ·
buy the album.
Not Great Men - If Karl Marx
wa sborn 130 years later this is the
type of song he would have written. Thi s song says that all the
powerful men make the history
books, while the real unsung
heroes are the poor and weak.

Looking into . the shadows of
these grooves one can see that the
Gang's music is dance oriented,
intelligent and quite unique.
Hugo Burnham (drums) and Dave
Allen (bass) work well together as
a tight rhythm section, combining
primitive ski ns beating and-funky
bottom, which are providing the
backbone of the group; very upfront. Guitarist Andy Gill fills in
the songs with qui ck thrashing
atonal sou nds, stroked sporad ically producing nervy disorienting
timings. Jon King's vocals are
angry and lie on the border of
talk-singing. On a few songs King
plays the melodica which adds a
dismal far off harp sound. Individually the instruments sound
like they are trying to tear away
from the others, rebelling against
the unwritten rul e of smooth flowing melodies, but in the end,

Damaged Goods -I s a song
about love, or is it just lust. Probably the latter because the object of admiration is an inflatable
love doll. Complications arise
though, it can't work, can't
achieve, its a world of no satisfaction guara11.teed.
Return The Gift and Guns
Before Butter - These 2 are wartime songs, but not the type they
teach you to sing in time to mar-

ching. It questions whelher you
are -fighting for Patrioti sm or
someone's personal gain.
I Found That Essence Rare
-'The worst thing, in 1954 was the
bikini, See the girl on the T.V.'
dressed in a Bikini , She doesn't
think so but she's dressed for the
H-Bomb." Did you know that the
bikini and the H-Bomb are closelY';
1
related& »1ell, they .are. Just 4'''
days after the atomic deto·n·atioh· >
on Bikini Atoll, ·Louis Rea rd
cre:fted the famoi.i$'bathi'hg suit of
the same name ,to coin his concept of " The ultimate:"
Anthrax - This is one of the
most unusual love songs I have·
ever hea rd . the first time I heard
· this I thought it was a Hendrix
song with all the distortion and
feedback, but as the drums started
beating followed by the bass I
rea lized it couldn't be Jimi . Enter
the vocals one singing one talking, both saying something different. It is as if the two voices are
joined toget her in intercourse
making it hard to concentrate on
eit her one. Don't worry though,
the album • comes with a

Three Hits You'll Never Hear
yourself to a zero(IQ?) then your
by Charles Fowler, Jr.
Some singles that might be or gonna fall right in place." After a
might not be worth a look at will chorus or two, James states in an
be this week and in the future . agitated voice "Once you take
These singles will be domestic out all the garbage thats in your
and import releases as well as brain , forget about the future, its
just to tame." It might make " no
singles on independent labels.
There is a statement and/or sense" but if you see people danquestion that I hear so often that cing to this one you're going to
see people have one hell of a
really hacks me. (As they say in
good time. Since thi s is a state
Georgia). "What do you liste n to
this for?, it doesn't make any school, l'I play teacher and give
sense." Does music have to make this a C+ musically but a definite
sense to be good? Can' t music just A+ in class participation on the
be fun? I agree music is a good dance floor.
way of getting across political THE LEAGUE OF GENTLEMEN
beliefs, personal experiences, -H EPT APARAPARSHINOKH/flip
problems with the world, and of side ROBERT FRfPP , - MARRIAGEMUZIC - (EG Records)
course, the good old fashioned
Robert Fripp is at his best with
love song. Music can also be an
outlet to relieve everyday emo- the League of Gentlemen. Fripp is
tional stresses and anxieties. the biggest name in the group but
There doesn' t have to be a state- he is very conscious that all the
ment in a song to make it good . talent and effort be equally
What do these people think of in- distributed among the band . The
band consists of Sara Lee on Bass,
strumentals? On one of David
Bowie' s albums etched 1n the Johnny Too Bad on drums and
Barry Andrews on keyborads.
matrix band (which is the part on
HEPTAPARAPARSHINOKH is
the album in between the last
song and the label) it states " No similar in sou nd to the song POPCORN but it has more input to it
sense is better than none at all."
Let's first look at a song that as Fripp's guitar riffs and Sara's
bass complement the quick hands
makes no sense at all (so I am
told) and see what we ca n get out of Barry Andres on Keyboards. It
, is a quick song, just a shade over
of it.
two minutes which is perfect. The
JAMES WHITE AND THE
League of Gentlemen have a uniBLACKS - CONTORT YOURSELF
que- style making it almost im(ZE Records)
possible to duplicate which
This song has a very funky
makes it all the better. UnforJames Brown twist to it with
female backing vocals sensually tunately, this is the only song the
groups has released on record.
repeating the title over and over.
On the flip side is Fripps MARThis is just a funky song to let lose
RIAGEMUZIC chir.:h is an eleven
all control. Just forget about your
minute crash course in Fripperproblems and go for it all. With
tronics, synthesizers, and knob
James' squeaky sax solos and an
turning. It is quite a shame that a
occasionaly honk or two, he says
musician of Fripp's caliber must
"Once you forget your affection
bore us to death with Fripperfor the human race, reduce
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tronics. 0n the other side of the
coin , when Fripp uses his Frippertronics to collaborate on other
peoples albums, the sound is very
stimulating. A perfect example
would be the use off rippertronics
on Daryl Hall's solo album where
Fripp compliments Hall's style in
a way which no one else can
com~ close to shining his gun.
THE NAILS-TRANSCONTINENTAL SKA/& YOUNG AND WILD.
(City Beat)
In the past year or so when the
word ska is mentioned, people
usually think of the Specials, the
Selecter, The English Beat, and
Madness.
ATTENTION
EVERYONE! The NAILS are included in this class too .
TRANSCONTINENTAL SKA is an
upbeat ska song with very enjoyable horns and a very good
meaning. Dance once to this song
and you will probably lose more
weight than if you go to a Jack
LaLane health spa. This is known
as a NAILS HEALTH SKA. The
song is exactly what the title sug-

Cody's Bar
Rece ntly while spe_nd ing an
evening in New York City with a
friend, we were walking the
streets trying to decide on a " Nite
Club" to settle into for the duration of the night . We were hoping
to find a place with the right atmosphere. Someplace with good
music, friendly, and tables to sit
at.
After a while we decided to go
into a place called "Cody's".
Much to my surprise, it had
everything we were looking for.
Upon entrance I heard Country
Western music coming from the
stage. I mean music like Conway
• T'wiity, · Merle Haggard, · Loretta'
• Lynne an~ ot~ers,, At Qr.st_~w?nted
~ to leave But ws persu.acfed, to stay
; for ju,~t a b~er.
.
The music began ·'to· grown on
-;' me, and so 'd id the •bar. I began
;J walking around and,exploring ·the
;: place. I has a " mechanical bull"
$ and everywhere ybu 'look you see
cowboy- hats and other west'ern
:, apparel. · They "', ,alstl fl ave an
if upstairs with a bar-and you can sit -·
i· arou~d a balcony·and look down

J
.

(Coh_tiri~e<f on,iaqe .7) .·,.. :'

Young Adults
by Nancy Allen
As one of the many services our
campus offers to the nearby community, the Young Adult Group
for retarded individuals, is one
that is least known.
The Adults in the program run
the meetings themselves, with
some help and suggestions of
counselors. The counselors are
student of K.C. who are studying
Special Education. The group has
12 to 15 core members. The vote
on different activities such as an
upcoming dance, and Arts and
Crafts Night; which last semester
the Bookstore donated some supplies to . The group meets every
Wednesday night from 7:30 to
9:30, in the Child Study Institute
Building.
The group needs volunteers to
help during activities, especially
male volunteers. If you are interested please contact Dr. Prince
in the Child Study Institute.

American
Pop
by Stewart Brodian

American Pop is an animated
cartoon which is surprisingly real.
It traces the life of a family
through the 20th century. The
movie starts off in Russia during th
Bolshevic uprising, and centers on
one small family. The father is killed and the mother and son
escape to America. Living in a
U.S. city, the boy gets involved
with a vaudvillia n promoter and
subsequently becomes a talented
musician. This musician son is
killed in WW2 just before hi s son
is born stateside. The warbaby
matures in the late 50' s - 1960's
rock music scene and gets involved as a composer. Later on he
befriends a talented youngster
who gets involved in-you guessed
it - punk rock, and there is a hapSigma Theta Chi
py ending. The film itself is heartwarming, fun ny, and good enteris having a
tainment. Throughout the film
there are different scenes -relijting
,.,111 f&:ct.be , times, from gangsters to
1
'
' ' groupies, interspersed occasionaly wi th authentic bits of foliage
•rfrom each period in time. It has
an " R" rating, so if its the sillyness .'
Thursday_
• ·--of tbe • " Bu·gs Bunny" cartoons ~
F
19
that your expectiri~, forget it! The :
e ruary - .
language is fre e • .a·nd· some scenes ·:
are rather grapbic. . B.ut o.ier-and- :
Jefferson:~_Ave~
•
. . .
.
all, it's. a· pretty wei'I made picture. ·'.
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gests. First we start dancing in
lower Manhattan and slowly we
travel across the continent. We're
dancing on cement. We're dancing on the freeway. We then find
ourselves dancing in Chicago.
Dancing at the rest stop. We
make it all the way out to L.A. but
not before a quick dance outside
the Howard Johnson. The strong
percussion has everyone dancing
and I mean everyone. There is no
room for racism , prejudice, or
social statue when it comes to
dancing with the NAILS. Wro is
dancing? " High class, low class,
no class at all , putting this
together. "
YOUNG AND WILD means exactly that. Being young and wild
on the dance floor could be very
crazy and absolute madness can
erupt. The beat in this song is,
quicker than the A side. When
you first put the record on you
might think it is on 78. But just
leave it alone . It is on 45 RPM. If
you don't understand what
YOUNG AND WILD means take
a look at the sleeve that the single
is in. There is a picture of a bunch
of Young ones dancing on the
dance floor but on the side there
is a police officer in absolute terror as if a riot were about to start.
Remember; "NO SENSE IS BETTER THAN NONE AT ALL."

songsheet. Comparing love to the
dreaded disease Anthrax; sounds
awful but it has alot of meaning.
5:45 - News is an important
medium in which we lea rn what
is happening out in" the world.
Most of it is blood and violence
but it seems to attract viewers.
"The corpse is a new personality.
Guerilla war struggle is a new
ehtert'ainment." Out of all the
s6ng~li~}, which the melodi ce is
played; my'dog, Mr. Egg especially likes this one. I tell you the truth
when I say he sits down and sings
along with it, note for note. The
howl in his voice suggests discontent and is his way of barking
against traditional dogma.
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A ''Dirty Comedy'' at NJPT
by Laura Italiano
Last February 2 through 7th The
New Jersey Public Theatre in
Cranford began its 1981 season
with a production of Joe Orton's
"What the Butler Saw," and the
play certainly bettered every bit of
publicity hype about its being "A
· Dirty Comedy·. " . · ·
.
·. · The audience was prepared for
an unstable and unusual night
frpm the onset.. In the playbill
were politely told: ' The management asks that you refrain from
bringing goldfish · into the·
auditorium." My date could particularly relate td the feeling of instability after. fin'ding. his sear had
been balancing on a cinder block.
The set itself was designed and
constructed by the cast, and by
director Richard Dominick. It
convincingly portra·yed a British
hospital office of the seedier sort
-cluttered desks and table tops,
with a back wall of framed
diplomas and a few x-rays - the
one of a human skull would continue to preside over the
even ing's insanities 1.ike some
grinn ing guru .
The actio'n begins with a job interview between Dr. Prentice
-portrayed by George Beer, and
the would-be secretary, Gretchen
Kleinschmidt - played by Andrea
Casey. Miss Kleinschmidt
however never quite gets to
demonstrate her stenography
ski ll. The urbane Dr. Prenti ce
makes a determined effort to
stage a seduction, although the
naive Gretchen has a mentality as
thick as hPr German accent. After
at last realizing his intentions she
shrieks "Va t ah you doing? I viii
not allow a man to touch me!"
Pren\ice assures he r "I' ll wear
rubber gloves." The doctor finally
manages to get the aspiring
sec reta ry disrobed, under the
pretext of the interview involving
a full medical exa mination . He
seems just readied to pounce
when in walks Mrs. Prentice,
played by Joann e Accardi.
Through Ms. Accardi's ski lled acting the audience soon finds the
cha racter of Dr. Prentice's wife to
be an unnerving and very batty

w.e

nymphomaniac - " They'll send
you to the grave in a Y-shaped
coffin." She doesn't see Miss
Kleinschmidt, who's been quickly
tucked away behind a curtain. But
she does see Miss Kleinschmidt's
dress, which . she quickly appropriates, having lost her own in
an attack from a bell-boy in her
hotel linen closet. Later, when the
bell-boy, played by Robert Vaccaro, shows up, it is with pictures
and a blackmail deal. The enterprising young lad, it seems, has
taken up sex and its photograpy as
a hobby. He says the blackmailing
business is very 'profitable, but
does admit " My health hasn't
been the same since I gave up .
stamp collecting."
A further addition to this absurd
cast, and by far the most bizarre,
was the character, of Dr. Rance,
probably short for rancid, portrayed by Donald Sheffrin. Dr.
Rance enters in a bushy black
wig, white uniform; and bright
red socks, declaring himself to be
" From the government - the mental branch." Dr. Rance and Mrs.
Prenti ce made a dashing pair as
the play's two most perverse and
demented characters. The couple
were often seen sto rming
throughout the stage in various
stages of undress, with Mrs. Prentice rolling her eyes and waving
her arms, and with Rance donning Groucbo Marx glasses and
nose, muttering obscene asides.
In fact, in thinking back on the
play as a whole, his character
itself seemed like an obscene
aside, muttered in an often muddled mixture C'Jf English, Jewish,
and German dialects.
In this atmospher~ the only
straight-man, the orthodox and
posturing Inspector Match,
played by C.T. Fitzgerald, doesn't
stand the slightest chance of making se nse of all the insanity, or of
staying sane himself. In an
outrageously funny performance
he soon becomes stoned on
sedatives - trading-in his conservative three-piece suit for a risque
blue even ing gown, and staggering up to ceiling supports stating
" I am ready to be exam ined now,
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Complet• Eye Examinatloft
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•Refractlon testing ·
•Examination of the fundus
•Glaucoma tasting
•Visual skills testfng
•Personal lessons on
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doctor."
The New Jersey Public
Theatre's " What the Butler Saw"
was a frenzy paced, very schticky
masquerade of misplaced identities and clothing. Lines were
milked for any and all possible innuendos, and the play itself had a
very contrived ending. There
wasn't even any butler. It would,
however, be unfair to make ·this
review sound to6 much li~e a
post-mortem . Richard Dominick's
directing supplied the play with a
cast of notable performers, and
made excellent use of the
theatre's acting space. And the
play made no pretense of being
enlightening, profound , · or
anything other than silly nonsensical slapstick. Butler was a very
upbeat, if no off-beat way to begin
staging the theatre's '81 season.

•60-Day follow-up care
•Immediate fittings
(most -cases)
•Patient guarantee
•~ay protection
(PurchaH price ol len- ,elunded
in tlO days if not satisfied)
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concert pianist

.D avid Bar-JI/an
Since then he has appeared
David Bar-lllan will be performwith major orchestras of the U.S.
ing in Wilkins Theatre, Kean Colincluding Boston, Philadelphia,
lege, on Saturday evening May 7,
at 8 P.M. The Classical Concert · Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Chicago,
Detroit, Minnesota, Cincinnati,
Series is funded 'by Student
Washington, D.C., Indianapolis,
Organization, Evening Student
Baltimore, New Orleans and
Council, and Graduate Student
others as well as the great EuroCouncil. Tickets for students are
pean orchestras: the Amsterdam
available at the box office for
$1.00 per ticket. (2 tickts per stu- · Concertgebouw, the Vienna Symphony, the Berlin Philharmonic,
dent - I.D. required) .
the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic
David Bar-lllan's first major apand the Swiss Festival Orchestra
pearance on the international
at the Lucerne Festival.
stage took place in his native
A sterling recitalist, he has won
lsrawl with the distinguished
accolades from coast to coast on
Israel Philharmonic under the
his sold-out tours, and he was acbaton of Dimitri Mitropoulos,
corded the ho~or of giving the
who immediately urged Leonard
first piano recital at the John F.
Bernstein to engage him for apKennedy Center for the Performpearances with the New York
ing Arts in Washington, D .C.
Philharmonic.

Concert Pianist David Barillan will appear in Wilkins Theatre, May 7, 1981.

woman space
by Linda Zam,_er
In response to this colum during
th past two weeks, some readers
have taken time to share special
interests and opinions - we appreciate your comments and,
ideas and will use th em in our
program planning. Some suggestion s for special programs have
been: " How to Improve My
Social Life," " Campus Living and
Its Problems," " Problems of Li ving At Home," Sex and the Single
Girl - and Guy," " How To

THE EYES
HAVE IT!

.-
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Become- More Assertive," and
"Today's Drug and Alcohol
Scene."
As part of our program , The
Campus Center for Women offers
workshops and rap groups with
different themes during the
semester. We would appreciate
feedback from you about the
topics which interest you and the
best time- for you. Please fill out
the information provided in the
coupon below.
PLEASE NOTE: Future WOMAN

TALK
programs,
held
Wednesdays at noon at Downs
Hall are:
February 25
"Alcohol,
Alcoholism, and the Alcoholic"
Phylti s Linhart , Certified
Alcoholism Co1,rnselor
March 4 - " Mothers and
Daughters" Dr. Ellyn Geller,
Psyc hologist
March 11 - "World Hunger:
Political and Social Impact"
!onathan Barton, Hunger Action
Enabler

,-----------------------------,
t
I
I
I

I
I
,I
I

Name:
Address:

1·

I
I

Phone:
*Day: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *Time:
Suggested Topics: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1I
I

*Please indicate more than one day and time.
.
Return to SA 114, Bookstore Bldg. (Leave form in envelope on office door if office is closed.) Phone us

L~~~9:---~--- -----------------Codys Bar

(Continued from page 6)
on the band and the "bull".
Needless to say I was really enjoying myseif. 1he bounc~rs,
waitresses, and bartenders are all
friendly and helpful. So if you :are
ever in New York and in the
country western spirit, or if )'.OU
saw the "Urban. Cowboy" ~·net
want to ~ . a weekend John
· lfavolta,··look-up. 1_'Gody's'~,,-' ·

Alpha :Kappa Psi Presents
/

KRESKIN-

AII Seats Reserved
,,
. - -. .
. . '., . .-·... , ..·· ....
On ~le atTJ:>,A Bo" Office ~
$6.50 $5.5Q'. $4.50 :-$1.00 Off To -Students
•'
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Free Public Library
Offers ....

Echo A.n d The Bunnyntan
by Marie Fidali
Here's another band with a
strange name, and just as strange
is their album, Crocodiles. I
played thi s album over and over

again, trying to make some sense
of it. i' finally gave up and decided
to just li sten.
Some of the stuff is good, like
side o ne's Going Up and Do It

Lawyer Lectures ,
At Elizabeth Library
Gary Marx, a 1977 graduate of
Rutgers Law School, Newark, N.J.
w ill lecture on " Landlord and Tenant Laws in New Jersey" at th e
Elizabeth Public Library, 11 South
Broad Street, on W ed nesday,
February 25th at 10:30 A .'M.
A member of th e Union County
and N.J. State Bar Associations,
Mr. Marx is affiliated with the law
'firm of Pollis, Pappas and Dillon,
125 Broad Street, Elizabeth 1
The lectu re is open to the
public
free
of
charge.
Refreshments will be served after
the program.

pressed me.
Members of the band are: Ian
McCulloch - guitar and vocals,
Will Sergeant - lead guitar, Less
Pattinson - bass, and Pete De
Freitas - drums. The album was
produced by The Chame leons
and Ian Broudie.
Echo and The Bunneymens'
Crocodiles , will
not
be
reve rb ereated on my hom e
ste,:_eo. Too bad, because you
can't rea lly blame The Bunneymen for th eir familiar sound.
Most of th e album sounds ec hoi c
of J<;>e Jac kson , The Poli ce and
The Pretend ers. Most of th e less
known new groups have followed
Annual Washington Birthday
th e same pattern that The BunTea At Elizabeth Library
neymen hopped on - and that's
The George Wa shington Tea, a
why th ey' re getting nowhere.
social hour honoring our first
Well, they're not all that bad but I
President, -is a tradition at th e
wo uldn 't go out and buy the
Eli-zabeth Public Library. This analbum. I doubt if you' ll be hearing
nual tea will be held at the Main
anymore of Echo and The BunLibrary, 11 South Broad Street on
neymen - that is, unless the easter Monday, February 23 between 2
bunny brings them a big su rprise! _ P.M. and 4 P.M.
Short ly after Washington 's
death, a gro up of Eli za beth
women held an annive rsa ry tea at
the library and col lected silver
pieces to purchase library books.
In 1964 this tradition was reestabli shed by Hazel Hulbert Elks,
the Library Directo r, and each
year since a tea has annually been
held on or near Washingto-n's Birthday.
A tea will also be held at th e
Elmora Branch Library, 740 West
Grand Street , on February 23 between 2 P.M. and 4 P.M. and at
the Monroe Avenue Branch
Library, 706 Monroe Avenue, on
.Thursday, February 19th between
2:30 P.M. and 4 P.M.

CJ_ean. On Going Up, lead
vocali st Ian M cCulloch sings " if
he should pu ll the plugs out or
our history, o n our mystery ... let's
get th e hell out of here, going up,
going up, goi ng down". The rest
of the songs on· the album have
similar confusing lyrics, but this
ones spacey beginni ng that starts
out low and slowly gets louder makes it worth a good listen . The
tune is catchy and has a good
beat, howeve r, it sound a littl e too
mu ch like The Pretenders. Do It
Clean also has a catchy beat, and
again, the lyrics left me totally
confused. The guitar ri ffs and
keyboa rd s on this one bear a
resemb lence to that of the ea rl y
60's group - The Animals. O n
Pride they've added bongos and
the xylophone, th is gives th e
album some va ri ety, but not
much. Along with the titl e cut
Crocodiles, is another so ng with
the name of an animal Monkeys - and neith er one im-

Doll Collection On Display

~
.,

A Doll Collection , owned by
the late Mrs. Arthur Cole, is now
on display in th e Children 's
Department of the Elizabeth
Publ ic Library, 11 South Broad
Street.
On view throughout February,
thi s collection of dolls from all
over the worla were collected by
Mrs. Cole in her various travels
with her husband, Arthur Cole,
the prominment Elizabeth attorney and local historian.
For further information on these
and other programs at the library,
pl ease call 354-6060 .

,·-

Scholarships Offered
For Minority

TAKE CHARGE AT 22.
i

In most jobs, at 22·you're at of literally millions of dollars
the bottom of the ladder.
worth of highly sophisticated
In the Navy, at 22 you can equipment. You're a Division
,bE: a leader. After just 16
Officer, so you're in charge.
weeks of leadership training,
It's a lot more responsibility
you 're commissioned an
than most corporations give
officer, part of the managea man of 22. As a Navy Officer,
ment team. And you're given you encounter new challenges,
the immediate decisionnew tests of your skills, new
making authority your
opportunities to advance your
responsibilities demand.
education. You grow.
On your first sea tour, you'll
Don't just take a job. Become
be responsible for the work
a Navy Officer and take charge,
·
of up to 30 men and the care even at 2.2.

,------------:;-,
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NAVY OPPORTUNIT.Y
C
INFORMATION CENTER
P.O. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07012
D I'm ready to take c hacge. Tull m e
about t he Navy's officer program s. (.00)
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The Barbara Ann Tuffel Scholarship Fund Committee will be
,awarding one five hundred dollar
($500.00) scholarship, and two
one hundred and fifty dollar
($150.00) incentive awards to the
most deserving applicants
selected from a culturally ri ch and
diverse pool of full-time junior
and senior minority group
students who have been involved
in activities directed toward the
imrpovement of ca mpus life for
minority stud ent s.
Applications for th e 1981 Tuffel
awa rd s are now available in the
following campus offices: Special
Student Se rvices, Financial Aid ,
E.E. O ., B.S.U. , PROUD/Spa ni sh
Cultural and Social Club, H..ousing; Dean of Students, History
Department , Int ernational
Students Association , Student Activities, and The Hutchinson Evening Office. Application s must be
comp leted and ret urned to The
Office of Special Student Services
(SA-102) before March 16, 1981 .
The ·sch~rships and Incentive
Awards will be presented in late
April or ea rl y May of 1981. Please
read story on page 12, Barbara
Ann Tuffel Scholarship Funds, for
more information .

\
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BOX
by Felipe Conzalez
Welcome to all readers. " ?Que
Pasa?" will appear in the Independent on an every other
week basis. However, if I find that
interest is high than I will take
time out to write it every week.
The main purpose of "?Que
Pasa?" is to inform and make
everyone, in particular Latinos,
aware of any Hispanic functions
either social or business in the college community. I will also give
notice to affairs in colleges/universities throughout the state.
My goal in writing "?Que
Pasa?" is to bring together the
Hispanics on campus and .have
each other support one another's
functions. Of course, I by no
means intend to exclude the rest
of the students at Kean . As a matter of fact I would encourage
others to come for example, to a
cultural happening such as
P. R.O . U . D.' s Puerto Rican
Discovery Day, so as to learn and
understand another culture.
One activity of which I speak
will take place on Tuesday Mar.
10. The Ballet Hispanico of New
York will appear at the T.P.A. at
8:15 p.m.
The Ballet was founded if' 1970
by its director Tina Ramirez ." In
1978-79 it completed its first European lour and was a success ...
Tickets can be picked up at the
Student Activities Office in the
Student Center (CC-143).
Also on Mar. 10, P.R.O.U.D.
(Puerto Rican Organization for
Unity and Development) will hold
its second meeting of the
semes-ter. Elections for next years
executive board will take place at
this meeting. Any new members
are welcome, if interested call
Rinaldo Lago at 527-2983 or contact Teresa Gonzalez at 406 Sozio
hall.
Another happening will be Mar.
3, when the S.C.S.C. (Spanish
Cultural Social Club) will have a
general meeting.
It would definitely be terrible
journalism on my part if I did not
congratulate the Cuban Committee on their success with this
semester's first Disco/Salsa. The
committee had not only the best
D.J. in this area but they also had
a nice crowd. D.J. Femie not only
pleased the Disco crowd but also
the Salsa music lovers with music
from Cuba, Puerto Rico, AND
Colombia. Everyone involved was
pleased with the turnout. Once
again congratulations and good
luck in the future . .
•As a last announcement I would
like to have everyone look forward to the Latin Festival the wee
of April 27. There will be a concert, dance, speaker and more ...
more information as plans
become definite.
In closing I would like to remind all the Latinos out there that
Kean College is one of the most·
Hispanic populated colleges if not
the most populated ccllege in the
state.
We are over 2,000 strong. A
number that if only half of which
went out to the polls to vote (as in
next month's Student Organization elections( can sway the election in their favor ...
Bienvenidos a__ los lectores.
"?Que Pasa?" aparecra en el Independent cada otra semana. Si_n
embargo, al yo ver que hay intere
pues yo encontraria mas tiempo
para escribir lo toda las semanas.
El proposito principal de "?Que

Pasa?" es informar y hacer que
todos; en particular los Latinos,
esten al tanto de cualquier funcion Hispana, sea social o concerniente a la comunidad colegial.
Tambien le dare publicidad a los
acontecimientos de los colegios/universidades en todo el
estado.
Mi meta en escribir "?Que
Pasa?" es para unir a los hispanos
de las comunidades colegiales y
que se apoyen unos a los otros.
Una actividad de la cual voy a
hablar vas a cojer sitio el dia diez
de Marzo. El Ballet Hispanico de
Nueva York aparecera a.las 8:15
p.m. en el Wilkins Theatre.
El Ballet Hispanico fue fundado
en el 1970 porTina Ramirez. En el
1978-1979 completaron su primer
gira por Europa y fue un suceso.
... Taquillas pueden ser recogidas
en el oficina de Student Activities
en el Student Center (CCl 43)
comenzando Febrero 24.
Tambien en Marzo 10
P.R.O.U.D. tendra su segunda
reunion general. Elecciones para
la ejecutiva de el proximo ano
van a ser- realizada durante esta
reunion . Cualquiera interesado
en pertenecer, pui>de ponerse en
contacto con Kinaldo Lago en
527-2983 o Teresa Gonzalez en
604 Sozio Hall.
Otra funcion sera la reunion de
el S.C.S.C. el dia 3 de Marzo, en
el Grill Room del Student Center.
Seria mal reportarismo si yo no
fuera darle al Comite Cubano
atencion por su gran exito en el
Disco/Salsa del Jeves pasado. El
Comite solamente no tenia el mejor D.J. en esta aeria pero tambien
tenia mucf-te gente ... D.J. Fernie
no le dio placer solamente al gentio de Disco pero tambien a los
Salseros con musica de Cuba,
Puerto Rico Y Colombia.
Como ultimo anuncio quisiera
dejarlos esperando el Festival
Latino la semana de Abril 27.
Durante la semana van a ver concierto, baile, lector y mas .... mas
informacion cuando las planillas
sean mas definetiva.
En conclusion quisiera recordarle a todos los Latino que Kean
Collge es uno de los mas
populado si no el mas populado
colegio de Hispano.
Somo sobre 2,000. Un numero
que si solamente mita fuera a
votar (como en las eleccionses de
la organicion estudiantil de mes
que entra) puede dar resulto a su
Favor.

'\

LUNCHTIME
THEATRE
will present two
one-set plays,

SORRY, WRONG
NUMBER and THE
STILL ALARM on
Feb. 17, 18, and
19 at 12:30 P.M. in
VE 119. Admission
is 49¢. Please plan
to join us for this
stimulating afternoon of theatre.

1. Pete Townsend - Empty Glass (Atco)
2. Pink Floyd - The Wall (Columbia)
3.1eff Beck - There & Back (Columbia)
4. John Lennon - Double Fantasy (Geffin)
5. Bruce Springsteen - The River (Columbia)
6. Peter Gabriel - Peter Gabriel (Mercu.ry)
7. Rossington Collins Band - Anytime, Anyplace,
Anywhere (MCA)
8. David J3owie - Scary Monsters (RCA)
9. Grateful Dead - Go To Heaven (Arista)
10. Roxy Music - Flesh and Blood (Atlantic)
11. Hall & Oates - Voices (RCA)
12. The Clash - London Calling (Columbia)
13. J. Geils Band - Love Stinks (Capitol)
14. Billy Joel - Glass Houses (Columbia)
15. Dire Straits - Making Movies (WB)
16. Talking Heads - Remain in the Light (WB)
17. Bob Seger - Against the Wind (Capitol)
18. The Police - Zenyatta Mondatta (A&M)
19. Neil Young - Hawks & Doves (WB)
20. Rolling Stones - Emotional Rescue (R9lling
Stone)
21. The Pretenders - The Pretenders (Sire)
22. Jackson Browne - Hold Out (Elektra)
23. Joe Jacksor1 - Beat Crazy (A & M)
.
24. Squeeze - Argy Bargy (A & M)
25 . Steve Forbert - Little Stevie Orbit (Newperor)
26. Doobie Brothers - One Step Closer (WB)
27. Utopia - Deface The Music (Bearsville)
28. Elton John - 21 at 33 (MCA)
29. Eric' Clapton - Just One Night (RSO)
30. Kinks - One for the Road (Arista)
31. Rockpile - Seconds of Pleasure (CBS)
32 . Graham Parker and the Rumor - The- Up
Escalator (Arista)
33 . Jack Bruce & Friends - I've Always Wanted to
do This (CBS)
34. Dave Davies - AFLI - 3603 (RCA)
35 . Robert Palmer - Clues (Island)
36. Allman Brothers - Reach for the Sky (Arista)
37. Bruce Cockburn - Humans (Millennium) ·
38. Pat Benetar - Crimes of Passion (Chrysalis)
39. Mink Deville - Le Chat Bleu (Capitol)
40. Genesis - Duke (Atlantic)
4?. ZZ Top - Dequello (WB(
42 . Steely Dan - Gaucho (MCA)
43. Kenny Loggins - Alive (CBS)
44. Steve Winwood - Arc of a Driver (Island)
45. Philip Ranbow - Shooting Gallery (Capitol)
46. Stanley Clarke - Rocks, Pebbles and Sand (Epic)
47. Devo- Freedom of Choice (WB)
48. BE BE LE Strange - Heart (Epic)
49. The Searchers - The Searchers (Sire)
50. Stevie Wonder - Hotter than July (Tamla)
51. Moon Martin - Street Fever (Capitol)
52. Poco - Under the Gun (MCA)
53. Michael Stanley Band - Heartland (EMIi
American)
54. Buggies - The Age of Plastic (Island)
55. Ellen Shipley - Breaking Through The Ice Age
(RCA)
56. Elvis Costello - Get Happy (Columbia)
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THE TOP 90.5 ALBUMS OF 1980

57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62 .
63 .
64.
65.
66.
67.

Carly SimoA-· Come Upstairs (WB)
Spyro Gyra •. Cara val (MCA)
Bob Dylan - Saved (Columbia)
Van Morrison - Common One (WB)
Yes - Drama (Atlantic)
Molly Hatche! - Beatin the Odds (CBS)
Flash and the Pan - Lights in The Night (Epic)
Supertramp - Paris (A & M)
Ramones - End of the Century (Sire)
Thin Lizzy - Chinatown (WB)
Dave Mason - Old Crest on a New Wave
(Columbia)
68 . Time Square - Soundtrack (RSO)
69. Clash - Black Market Clash (RSO)
70. lOCC - Look Hear (WB)
71 . REO Speedwagon - Hi Infidelity (CBS)
72. Steve Hackett - Defector (Mercury(
73. Split Enz - True Colours (A & M)
74. Grahm Nash - Earth & Sky (Capitol)
75 . Journey - Departure (Epic(
76. Judas Priest - British Steel (Columbia)
77. Romantics - Romantics (Nemperor)
78. English Beat - I just can't stop it (Sire) . . .
79. John Cougar - Nothing matters, what 1f 11 did
(Riva)
80. Shirts - Inner Sleeve (Capitol)
8-1 . Rod Stewart - Foolish Behavior (WB)
82. Joe Penny Project - Let The Music do the
Talking (Columbia)
83. Wreckless Eric - Big Smash (Stiff)
84. Bob Welch - Man Overboard (Capitol)
85. Motels - Careful (Capitol)
86. Eddie Money - Playing for Keeps (Columbia)
87. Elvis Costello - Taking Liberties (Columbia)
88. Blue Oyster Cult - Cultosaurus Electus
(Columbia)
89. Joan Armatrading - ME, Myself & I (A & M)
90. David Sanborn - Hideaway (WB)
NEW RELEASES
1. Robbin Thompson - Two "B' s" Please (Ovation)
2. The Hitman - Aim for the Feet (Columbia)
3. Robin Lane and the Chartbusters (WB)
4. Gary Myrick &,he Figures (Epic(
,
5. Quincy - Quincy (Columbia)
·
6. The Heaters - Energy Transfer (Columbia)
7. JO JO Zep & Falcons - Screaming Targets (CBS)
8. Tommy Tutone - (Columbia)
9. Dirty Looks - (Columbia)
10. The Zags - Evening Standards (Island)
11 . The Psychedelic Furs - (Columbia)
12. The Powder Blues - Uncut (Liberty)
13. Whitesnake - Ready an Willing (Atlantic)
14. 0.8. Cooper - Buy American (WB)
15. The Kings Are Here (Elektra)
16. Dudek, Finnigan, Krueger Band (Columbia)
17. The Fools - Sold Out (Capitol)
18. Madness - One Step Beyond (Sire)
19. Billy Squier - Tale of the Tape (Capitol)
20. Robert Kraft & The Ivory Coast - Mood Swing
(RSO)

The above lists contains all the top albums over the past year. The first list is the top 90 albums played at
WKNJ. The New Releases is a list of groups who released their first albums in 1980.
I would like to thank.Warner Brothers, Columbia, Capitol, Atlantic, RSO, and A & M Records for your great
service throughout the past two years. Thanks.
MICHAEL HERON
Music Director of WKNJ

Loverboy~· A Winner
by Sue Karl
As I sat staring at the promo picture that came with the album
that I am reviewing this week, i
wondered who comes up with
the names for all the new groups
that are springing up all over the
place.
This group is Loverboy, a group
I've never beard of before. The
group consists of five guys who

look decent enough .
The first cut on the album (named after the group) is called The
Kid is Hot Tonite you may or may
not have already heard it on the
radio. The words and the melody
are both well done, and has a
funky new· wave quality 'to it as
does most of the songs. Turn Me
Lose the second song has a heavy
deep toned rhythm to it, but is not

TOP 20 ALBUMS PLAYED AT WKNJ
Steve Winwood - Arc of a Driver (Island)
Bruce Springsteen - The River (Columbia)
The Police - Zenyatta Mondatta (A & M)
John Lennon - Double Fantasy (Geffin)
Dire Straits - Making Movies (WB)
Joe Jackson - Beat Crazy (A & M)
Neil Young - Hawks and Doves (WB)
The Clash - Sandini!;ta (Epic)
David Bowie - Scary Monsters (RCA)
Elvis Costello and the Attractions - Trust (Columbia)
Kenny Loggins - Alive (CBS)
Talking Heads - Remain in Light (WB)
Hall & Oates - Voices (RCA)
·
Rockpile - Seconds of Pleasure (Columbia)
Rod Steward - Foolish · Behavior (WB)
Moon Martin - Street Fever (Capitol)
Thin Lizzy - Chinatown (WB)
Ian Dury and the Blockheads - Laughter (Stiff)
Manfred Mann ·- Chance (WB)
REO Speedwagon - Infidelity (CBS)

as well done as. the rest of the
album . The song isn't bad it just
sounds like all the other new
wave copy cats that have been
coming out lately. Always On My
Mind tends to sound like the one
prior to and we've already said
that it's not so hot.
Well just when I thought all was
lost and this was just another
crummy album Lady of the 80's
came the last track on the first
side. The song is completely different from the rest of the album,
not only is it extremely well done
but it came as a total surprise. I
was captured by a sound that was
totally new to me. Now my
friends you may say who is she to
judge music? Well I'll tell you I am
no critic of music or anything else
but I know what I like to listen to,
and I liked that alot.
Lady of the 80's seemed to be a
prelude to the second side of the
record, because Little Girl and
Prissy Prissy both had that same
hard to describe quality as Lady
of the 80' s. Teenage Overdose
also has a dynamic sound that
makes you stop and listen. All
three I think are definite winners.
The last two songs D.O.A. and
It Don't Matter are also well
worth listening to. On a whole l
must congratulate Paul Dean and
Loverbory. The album is a winner
and I'll be looking for more Lowrbo,- in the future.
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Future.Focus

trol beca use the bible fo rbid s atheist, that beli eves it has a
them. But unforntunately; they monopoly on truth . According to
repo rt s, the Soviet propaganda
don' t want only to talk against
One of the great dangers to
burea u has allegedly started its
birth control and free love, they
global peace and security is the
9wn equi valent to the Moral Mawant to make them illegal, for
tyranny of the righteous. Tyranny
legislating morality is one of their jority. Formerly, the boogeym an
of the righteous means rule by
those elements in society who . prime . goal s. The folks in the for th e So v i et s ha s b een
Moral Majority can' t see letting "capitali st encirc lement" ; the
believe they have a monopoly on
new boogey is the principle that
anyone enjoy themselves; don' t
truth, and everyone who holds an
opinion contrary to theirs is in er- ·forget we were put on Earth to suf- everyon e is encircl ing Ru ssia and
fer, and suffer w e shall if they that war against Ru ssia's enemies
ror. Though this mindset-can most
is the most glori ous pursuit in life.
have their way.
often be attributed t o religious
Like the Mo ral Majority, Soviet
Consistent with the Moral Mafanatics, this is not always the
jority's views is the idea what we propaganda is trying to convince
case.
its audience that everything havshould provoke the " godless"
The group in America that first
Russian Communists into a ing to do with the motherland is
comes to mind when one thinks
good and right , every other nation
nuclear war so that we can
of righteous tyranny is the Moral
is wrong, and that Soviet youth
destroy them in a glorious TwenMajority. Just as their rather
should be ready to fight blindly to
tieth Century crusade. They see
presumptu_ous name alone sugthe death and brave nuclear
no reason to negotiate with the
gests, they are attempting to imU .S.S.R., for they see Ru ssia as the · holocaust for the sake of Sovi et
pose their idea of what is right or
prime agent of the devil - to
right eousness.
wrong on what we could term the
reach an agreement with the Rus- ·
Luckily, there are many in
" Immoral Majority", which apRussia who rem ember the horrors
sians would be selling our souls to
pears to be a strong force in our
satan . There is no way of argoing of the Second World War (20
section of the country. Leaders of
millmn casualities) , and they most
with anyone who truly believes
the Moral Majority attack such
certainly have stories to tell the
Ru ss ia i s evil. Th e Moral
wicked and evil things as birth
M ajority' s sincerity is · the most younger generation of Russians
control, sexual freedom, freedom
frightening thing about them; if that will contradi ct the glamorizof speech, and U .S. attempts to
they were hypocrites, they could ed portrait of the seperation of
peacefully avoid a nuclear exchurch and state, rem embering
be dealt with and dissuaded from
change with the Russians. Accorthe blooky combination the two
their vi ew s quite easily.
ding to their point of view, there
have made wh en put together in
The Moral Majority, however, is
cannot be free love or ·birth connot the only group, theist or history.
b y Thoma s Devaney

1

Tax Aid Offered -b y K.C
Especially trained senior accounting students from Kean College of New Jersey are providing,
free of charge, tax return preparation services for senior citizens
and low income earners at three
locations in Union County.
Dr. Pam Elakman, an accounting professor at Kean, said the
work will be done between 6 and
9 P.M. by appointments that can
be made by phoning the three
centers between 9 a.m . and 5
p.m. weekdays.
The locations, phone numbers
and dates are: Kean College, ·
Whiteman Center Lounge ,
527-2616, Feb. 24 and 25 and

.March 24 and 25; Plainfield Civic
Center, 753-3506, Feb. 12 and
March 3 and 267; Rahway Public
Library, 388-0761 , Feb. 23 and
March 16.
Elakman, a New York City resi-

dent, said the assistance is limited
to individuals with incomes of less
than $13,000 if single and $17,000
if married. A certified public accoutant supervises all work done
by the student volunteers, she
said .
The program is known as the
Tax Aid Services Inc. and is sponsored by the New Jersey Society
of Certified Public Accountants.

Barbara Ann Tuffel

The Barb,u a Ann Tuffel Scholar- .is involved in activiti es di rected
shi p fund - \\'.as establis.hged . in
toward th e improvement of cam1971 as a memori al tri bute to thi s pus life fo r minority students.
exceptional young woman .from
Mr. Ernest Cosby of Newark,
Neptune, New Jersey. The late
New Jersey; M s. Rose Vi ca rrond o
Barbara Tuffel wa s a member of
of New ark, New Jersey; M s.
Kea n College' s Cl ass of 1970. This Shelia Thorne of W estfield, New
youn g Bl ac k W o m a n wa s Jersey; and Mr. Chris Cottl e, who
dedicated to the im provement of
is prese ntl y Assistant Direc tor of
the Kea n- Coll ege community as -Student Activiti es at Kean, are
sh e so ught to preve nt and
som e of th e Kean Coll ege
alleviate the rac ial stri fe that
student s to whom The Tuffel
limited student development.
Scholarship has bee n award ed .
As she lived in the College' s Since Ms. Tuffel' s untimely death
residence hall s and pursued her
in 1970, and the establi shment of
· degree in Special 'Education, Barthe Scholarship Fund in 1971, the
bara Tuffel di splayed a sensitivity,
Kean College community has
a concern and a commitment
become a ri ch multi-racial and
which helped the college com- multi-cultural environment. the
munity learn and grow together. campus' Black community, the
Barbara Ann Tuffel was loved and
Hispani c community, the foreign
respected by all who knew her.
student community, the religiou s
The Kean College community community, the community of
has awarded scholarships to Kean
disabl ed perso ns, th e nonstudents who exemplify the spirit
traditionally aged community and
and enrich the tradition left by
many oth er unique minoriti es
Barbara Ann Tuffel. The Scholarhave created a college communiship is awarded to a junior or ty whi ch would have thrilled and
senior Kean student who is . a Inspired a young humanist like.
member of a minority group, and the late Barbara Ann Tuffel.

lmamu Amiri

Baraka

THE POET IN SOCIETY

DATE: February 26, 1981
PLACE: Little Theatre
TIME: 12:00 Noon

Amiri Baraka To Speak In Theatre
1he Townsend Lecture Seri es,
in cooperation with Black Hi story
Month, present Amiri Baraka on
Thursday, February 26 at 12:00
noon in the Little Theatre .
A champion of civil rights, pro-

g(essive novelist, critic of music
and the arts, LeRoi Jones was one
of America ' s - most outspoken
writers during the S0's and 60's.
Known now as Amiri Baraka, he
has become one of the country' s
most effective spokesmen for
Black consciousness.
Am iri Baraka (LeRoi Jones) was
born in Newark, N .J., October 7,
1934. He was educated in the

New ark, N .J. school system . He
attended Newark Rutgers and
Howard University.
He se rved in the US Air Force
for 2 years as a Weather-Gunner
in A B-36 and then returned to
New York City/Greenwich
Village, wh ere he attended the
New School for Social Researcn .
Baraka taught poetry in the
New School for Social Research
Drama,, at Columbia Univesity;
Literature at the University of Buffalo, and was Visiting Professor at
San Francisco-State University. He
has also taught at Yale University
and George Washington Universi-

ty . He is currently teaching at the
State University of New York at
Stony Brook as an Assistant Professor of Afri cana Studies. He also
gave a special series of lectures on
American Poetry at Columbia
University, Spring 1980.
H e has been honored with
the se
Award s:
Whitn ey
Fellowship, 1963, Obie Award,
Best Ameri can Play ' 64, Guggenheim Fellowship, 965, Doctor
of Humane Letters, Malcolm X
College, Chi cago, 72, Rocekfeller
Foundation , Playwright, 81 .
He has been actively involved
in the following organizations:
United Broth e r s, Newark
(1967-9), Chairman, Congress of
Afrikan People (70- P5), Politica l
Prisoners Relief Fund, Afri can
Liberat ion Support Committee,
Committee for Unifi ed Newark
(69-75), Co-Convenor, National
Black Politica l Convention, AllAfrican Games, IFCO Intern ational Task Force, Anti- Im peri alist
Cultural Union, Yenan Theatre
Workshop, Natio nal Bl ack United
Front .
He is currentl y tryin g to pro- .
duce a jazz opera (J AZZ OPERA)
in coll abo rati on w ith Swi ss co mpose r George Gruntz, and wo rking on a novel.

I

Minorities: An Information

I

Date

Time

Place

Mon., Feb. 23'- 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Outside College Center Cafeteria
Tues., Feb. 24 - 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Outside College Center Cafeteria

The Kean College Affirmative . tati ves will take place between
1:30 p.m . and 2: 30 p.m.; a public
Action Committee w[ II present an
question and .insw ('r period w ill
informational fo rum t o di sc uss
fo llow from 2:30 p:m. until 3:15
graduate opportunitie s for
µ. m.; and consultati on and from
minorities on Monday, t- ebruary
3: 15 p.m . unt il 4 p.m . the
23, 1981 , at 1:30 p.m ., in the
Alumni Lounge of Downs ,Hall . graduate school represe ntatives
w ill be availabl e fo r consultation
Representatives from such univerand di scussions with individuals.
sities as Princeton, The City
The Affirm ative Action CommitUniversity of New York and
tee is urging Kean' s minority comMorgan St ate Uni ve rsity in
munity to take full advantage of
Maryland will present the wide
variety of graduate opportunities this most important educational
opportunity.
available to minorities interested
Affirmative Action Committees
in masters and doctoral programs.
throughout New Jersey higher
These representatives will also be
available to answer questions education have been concerned
about the paucity of minority
from the audience. ancj for private
enrollment in graduate programs.
consultation about graduate opIn an economic environment that
portunities at specific institutions.
is directing students toward more
The formal presentations by the
technical fields of study, colleges
various graduate school represen-

such

as

Kear).

have

become

somewhat alarmed' about the
f~ture supply of minority faculty
for the more traditi onal academi c
disciplines. Successfully directing
minorities toward gradu ate programs will hopefull y enrich and
in c r(' ase th e pr o f ess iona l
resources from whi ch coll ege
faculty are rec ruit ed. With a longrange, farsighted commitment to
equal employment opportuniti es
in higher education, the Kean
College Affirmafive Action Committee is pleased to contribute to
Blac k History Month 1981 ,
"Graduate

Opportuniti es

For

Minorities : An Informational
forum, " on Monday, February
23, 1981 , at 1:30PM in the Alumni
Lounge of Downs Hall.
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Behind Bars: ·The Torn H at
by Mike Kinney
Behind Bars?; What's this all
about?; Hey, what's going on
here?
No, this is not a column
designated to inform the campus
community of this country's penal
code.
Music?; Well, this is definitely
not an informative, in-depth article on the musical woFld, but
music will, quite often, be an integral part of each week's story.
Behind Bars will be, starting today, a tenative article describing,
informing or just plain talking
about just that; Bars! OR whatever
you may call it in your "neck of
the woods," be it a pub, watering
hole, saloon, dive, night-spot or
homestead. These are the types of
bars we'll be talking about.
The reason I use the word
tenative is because after two
weeks this "idea" must be approved of by the editorial board of
the IN DY (I couldn't think of a
greater bunch of people to work
with!) . That is, of course, unless
they throw me and my idea off
this paper altogether.
We will travel to various locations about the state (and occasionally N.Y.), ranging from the
most renowned rock and roll
clubs in Jersey to some of the
msot recluse, unknown pubs,
where the closes thing to a live
band costs a quarter for two
songs.
Why only rock and roll, you
may ask? (this includes country
rock, new wave, hard rock, etc. ..)
It's not that I'm altogether closeminded or opinionated, it's just
that I don't like disco or any
derivation of it. And that statement is made rather vehemently!
Of course, scarcity of both time
and monetary holdings will limit
me from doing my Rex Reed imitations on paper, but, then again,
that's not'what I'm here for.
The majority of you are probably in the same boat as I,
therefore, each selected spot wil l

hP shouted in a rather disgruntled
tone, " if you wanted my attention, you could have just yelled
my name like everyone else
does!"
That's it, I blurted . I can start my
column right here. Could there be
a better place to begin than my
very own breeding grounds? This
is no "regular" article, I thought
to myself, it's an autobiography!

take into consideration such
things as traveling time, cover
charge, beer and drink prices and
attire requirements. If the latter involves much more than a collered
shirt and "No Sneakers Please",
chances are , you won't find me
there. It' s not that I' m a slob, you
see, it's just a personal quote I
often live by; " if it's not casual it
can't be all that much fun ."

MiddlE;sex, · Bergen, Somerset,
Monmouth or any of the others
which serve as a home to pur
students. Not to mention the hundreds of towns located in those
counties which boasts of at least
one bar frequented by people like
us.
Do you realize that if I did an article each week on every bar in
Harrison, N.J. it would take ap-

You see, we' re not attempting
to scout around for some exclusive, high society habitat, we
are looking for the type of place
where you can be among friends,
listen to some music and, very
simply, have a good time.
With ideas flowing, maps
charted and phone calls made, I
was confronted by one major problem. Where do I start?
This article, throughout the
semester, must at least attempt to
serve our friends from the counties of Union, Essex, Hudson,

Later, that same evening, a
proximately · two years to finish
of writing, I mere ly picked up a close friend mentioned that in my
dart, closed my eyes and tossed it moment of excitement I had been
at a map of the "Garden State."
murmuri ng something about
the series. So variety seems to be there being no place like home,
the key word concerning this col- while clicking my heels together
in intervals of three.
umn.
To decide on my initial subject
The Torn Hat is located on HarThe problem was that the map rison Ave. in West Orange and is
was located behind the bar of the q uite accessible, via major interTorn Hat in West Orange and . cou nty and state roads.
coincidentally, I missed it
Here is a place, although not.
altogether, as it gently brushed exceedingly large, that is abagainst the shirt of bartender,
solutely perfect for "hanging
lohn Finnegan . "C'mon Mike," out." Its rustic decor projects an
air of warmness and simplicity. In
short, it' s the kind of place you
feel welcomed in, five minutes
/
. after you have walked in the door.
Aside from its " old country" appearance, "The Hat" (which it is
. so reverently termed by the
regulars) is also clad in early
Am erican pinball, table-top bowling and " Asteroid s."
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HAPPY HOUR: 8 - 12 P.M.
BUY 1/2 - GET 1/2 FREE!
tAft• SU!~ARJl\fc
THE ICE CREAM MACHINE
550 NORTH AVE.
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NORTH AVE .

xxxx

ktAN COLLEGE

SUBMAJ1t,\f~
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FREE HALF CANNOT
EXCEED BOUGHT
HALF IN PRICE.
LIMIT 1 PER CUSTOMER
OFFER NOT VAUD
ON DELIVERIES

CALL 353-0505
For Quicker Sertlc e
Please Place Your Order In Adrance!
CALL IN FOR PICK-UP

OPEN 7 DAYS
* Store Hours - 10:00 A.M.-Midnight

·. · ()ffER ·f ·NDS F·EBRVARY25 , ·.
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Upon strolling into the bar you
may be greeted by the likes of
te nd e rs John Finnegan , Jim
Meyers, John Lee or Geraline
Heigl e, th e b e st looking
bartenders this side of the
Mississippi (that should get me at
least one free beer) .
If you .prefer the more intimate
security of a booth, Maureen,
Nadine or Gerry will supply the
drinks and the smiles.
Aside from the jukebox which is
basically of a rock and roll genre,
live performances ca n often be
seen ala members of the Mont-clai r Rugby Club. These am iable,
often rowdy guys will delight the
crowd with such popular tunes as
" Nelly Darli ng," "Hey Laddy
Laddy" and assorted others. Just
ask for Drew, Malvin, Brian, Hugh
or Sean Sweeney, Kevin (my
brother) , Matty, Sik Mick or
anyone else wearing green and
gold shirts for a tune and you' II be
treated , or mistreated to their own
repetoire of voca)izations.

reasonable, with bottled beer being $1.00 and $1.50 (Bud, Schlitz
or Molsson, respectively). Mugs of
beer are 75¢ while mixed drinks
are either $1.50 or $2.00 depending upon alcohol content. Shots
of " Jack Daniels" ($1 .00) are also
rather popular among the partisans of the "Hat" .
Those of you with appetites
should take heed, for the food is
very good, however, the grills
close at 11 :00, so if you wish to
' "munch out," be there accordingly.
The bottom line of this particular article is this; The Torn Hat
is -simply a really fine sport to sit
around, indu lge in a few drinks
and have a good time.
If you are tired of attending the
deafening, overcrowded, highpriced rock clubs week after
week, this is a terrific change of
pace. If you should be looking for
an early evening spot to prel ude
in, "The Hat'' is again a great
idea.
The only setback, if any, is that
it is a rather popular resort fo r the
Montclair State crowd. So I need
you to join me, for I am tired of
trying to stick up for our school all
by my lonesome. C'mon and
meet me at the " Hat. " .
The Torn Hat can be easily
reached by driving off exit 145 on
the Garden State Parkway. Travel
north on route 280 and turn off at
Main Street in West Orange ~ Proceed westbound on W.i lshington
St. to light at intersection of
Washington and Eagle Rock Ave.
A sharp right will bring you to
Harrison Ave. If you decide to go
straight or turn left you w ill either
find yourself in the fountain of
" Our Lady of Lourdes" church or
at the top of West Orange. And
un less you have a yearn ing desire
to spend the evening in the
Korvette's parking lot, I suggest
you pay careful attention to the
di rections and make that right
turn.
'
So come on up with friends and
enjoy yourself at The Torn H at.
If you may have a "special"
cove that you feel is worthwhile
visiting, stop in at the INDY office.
If not you can find my schedule
on the " Space Invaders" game in
our humble pub.
As far as attire is concerned, it is
absolutely mandatory to wear
green (and lot' s of it) on Saint
Patrick's Day.

BEATLEMAGIC,
a tribute to the
Beatles, w ill be
presented at t he
Club Bene'
Dinner Theatre,
located on Rt. 35
in Sayreville, on
Sunday, Feb. 22.
The show wi 11
begin at 9:00 and
end at 11 :00.
Dinner, which is
optional will begin
at 7:00. For further
info or to make
reservations cal I
the Bene' at
(201 ) 727-3000.

The popular nights here are undoubtedly Thursday and Friday,
as the school week wind's down
and the fuse to the weekend is
lighted.
- The prices at the . " Hat" are... .,.....
" ...,....,;...,;...,._,,....,...;;;...,__ __.
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SPEEDHUNT

f ·U RD THE FROG

This game is similar to the " find-a-word " puzzles seen in
popular magazines. The on ly difference here is you' re timed .
Allow yourself 2½ - 3 minutes to find 15 hidden words in the box
below. Look diagonally, horizontally, vertically and backwards
for the terms.
This Week's Topic - Types;>f Cheeses
/

LIST: ROQUEFORT --.?
UMBERGER v
FARMl:Jt' S (CHEESE) ✓ ·
FETA ✓
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a
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l"ACH
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AMERJCAN . ✓
PROVO ONE
SWISS
/
MUENSTER

RICOTTA ✓ /

GOUDA ./
PARMESIAN ✓
ROMANO
CHEDDAR y

MOZZARELLA j
BLEU (CHEESE)

v;

r~

"' :r., . GET IT-TOGETHER

z

by D wight Gra ham
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by Wayne Canada

b y Lisa Fern andez
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THE END IS HERE

by George Falkowski
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Notices• Notices• Notices • Notices • Notices • Notices •

FREE

REFLECTIONS:
AN OPEN
DISCUSSION ON
TQPICS OF
INTEREST TO
YOU
AN
OPPORTUNITY TO
DISCUSS AND
SHARE
THOUGHTS,
IDE.AS,- AND
FEELINGS
TOWNSEND HALL
ROOM 212
EVERY TUESDAY
12:15 -1:30
STARTING
FEB. 24th.
Classifieds
AIGNER SALE
Purses • Wallets
• Accessories
20 - 50% Off.

FOR ADVERTISING
Call the INDY
355-0174

Call 354-0686.

Models and Actors M/F
wanted for magazines,
catalogs, and T.V. No experience necessary. Call
376-2601,
Monday
through Saturday.

Female wanted to
share apt. in Union
with 2 female students.
Please call 964-4964
after 5:00 p.m.

S.A.Y. (Student Assisting You)
Lois Richardson, Director
Student Activities Building
527-2082

The S.A. Y. Program is designed to provide maximum support services to students and to facilitate interpersonal communication among members of the college community. It is
based on the idea that students can help other students in a
variety of ways and can become active .contributors to the
college community. S.A.Y. students can work in academic
departments as -peer counselors and advisors or can offer
trained services in a number of -departments and offices.
S.A.Y. is open to any interested student who demonstrates
sincere motivation and commitment. To join, contact Lois
Richardson or your department chairperson.

1979 yearbook covers
may be u~ed as-

CLIPBOARD.S
& F-OLDERS

available in
Student Organization

iSGOINGON...

Thursday, February 19, 1981
j
8:00 a.m. • 9:00 p.m.
Memorabilia Senior Pictures
12:00 noon
African Ameri an Mens Forum - Black Male Consciousness Raising
4:40 p.m.
Black Student Uni'?r Meeting l
6:00 · 9:00 p.m.
Lambda Theta Alplia Expresso
7:00 · 11:00 p.m.
Lambda Theta Phi
Gospel Extravaganza
7:30 p.m.
1

7:30 p.m.
Jewish Student Union Pizza Party & Film Festival
7:40 - 10:00 p.m.
Alpha Theta Pi
7:40 - 10:10 p.m.
Sigma Kappa Phi
,
8:00 - 10:30 p.m.
Spanish Cultural & Sbcial Club
I I
Friday, February 20, 1981
9:30 a.m. - 12:00 noon
Gerentology Meeting
10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
International STudents Ass<><;. - Cultural Exhibit
12:00 noon
Lambda Theta Phi
1:40 p.m.
Brothers of KC
2:00 - 4:00 p.m.
PROUD
6:00 · 11:00 p.m.
Student Council Meeting
7:00 - 11:00 p.m.
Computer Science
8:00 p.m.
Talent Show· Black Student Union
Saturday, February 21, 1981
10:00 - 6:00 p.m.
International Students Assoc. - Cultural Exhibit
12:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Lambda Theta Phi
8:30 - 2:00 p.m.
Hotline Training
Sunday, February 22, 1981
COMMENCEMENT
Mass
12:00 noon
Inter Faith Campus Ministry
5:00 - 7:00 p.m.
CCB Film: "Close Encounters of the Third Kind "
7:30 p.m.
25¢ admission
Monday, February 23, 1981
8:00 • 9:00 p.m.
· Memorabilia

Cloakroom Lobby
Browsing Room
Alumni Lounge
Meeting Room A
Meeting Room B
Dining Rooms I J
& III
W-200
Whiteman Center
J-130
J-100
Room A
Grill Room
Browsing Room
Browsing Room
Whiteman Center
Dining Room 11
Little Theatre
Grill Room
Browsing Room
Alumni Lounge
Downs Hall
Whiteman Center
Alumni Lounge
Wilkins Theatre
Downs Hall
Cloakroom
Alumni Lounge
Browsing Room
Meeting Room B

Black Student Union Career Day
Dr. Burtt · Philosophy
Lambda Theta Phi
Co-Curricular Program Board presents: MAYA
ANGELOU - poetess and author - Free tickets requ ired Wilkins Theatre
Tuesday, February 24, 1981
Cloakroom Downs
9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p .m.
Memorabilia Senior Pictures
Hall ·
Grill Room
Exhibition
9:30 - 7:00 p.m.
Jewish Student Union - Special Events - Guest
1:00 - 3:00 p .m.
Alumni Lounge
Speaker: Israel Schmorgasboard
Browsing Room
PROUD
1:40 - 3:00 p.m.
J-ioo
Workshops Career and Social Services
1:40 - 4:00 p.m.
Dougall Hall 203
Grub Street Writer
1:40 p.m.
.,
H-122
School of Ed . Curr. Committee
VE-112FASA
J-102
International Students Assoc.
B-109
Meteorological Society
T-115
EEO
W-211,213,215,217
Junior Field Meeting
W-100
EEO
J-130
EEO
W-200
Cuban Committee
3rd Floor Dougall
Jewish Student Union
Hall
Browsing Room
Black Student Union Survival Seminar
6:00 · 7:30 p.m.
Meeting Room A
Lambda Theta Phi
7:00 - 11:00 p.m.
J-100
International Student Assoc. Films & Lecture
7:40 - 10:10 p.m.
B-224B
Rho Theta Tau
7:40 p.m.
B-109
Lambda Chi Rho
T-212
Alpha Kappa Psi
C-218
Nu Delta Pi
CSN-104
Delta Sigma Pi
VE-112
Sigma Beta Chi
Whiteman Center
Zeta Delta Phi
C-218
Nu Delta Pi
Wednesday, February 25, 1981
Sloan Lounge
9:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Squires Blood Drive
Grill Room
10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Exhibition - International Students Assoc.
Meeting Room A
10:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Black Student Union Career Day
Alumni Lounge
12:00 - 2:00 p.m.
Woman Talk
Meeting Room B
3:00 - 4:30 p.m.
Counseling
Whiteman Lecture
5:00 - 7:00 p.m.
PROUD Dance Troupe
Hall
J-136
7:40 - 10:30 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Psi
J-100
7:40 - 10:30 p.m.
Kappa Delta Pi
Whiteman Center
10:00 p.m. - 12 midnight ij.esident Association

l_0:00 - 3:00 p.m.
10:50 a.m. ,
7:00 - 11:00 p.m.
8:15 p.m.

.
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''ELECTION SCHEDULE''
EXECUTIVE BOARD:,

CLASS OFFICERS:

President, Vice-President, Asst. Treasurer,
Secretary & Asst. Secretary.

President, Vice-Pres., Treasurer, Secretary.

Feb. 26
Mar. 5
Mar. 10
Mar. 12

, -

"SOPHOMORES-JU N·IORS-SE N IORS"
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Applications Available
Applications Due
Primary Election (if necessary) ·
Final Election

5
12

17
19

-

Applications Available
Applications Due
Primary
Final Elections

/

STUDENT COUNCIL MEMBERS:

( '.

,

.

.

I

·

"

·

"SOPHOMORES-JUNIORS-SENIORS"

r,
'

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

12
19
24
26

•
-

Applications Available
Applications Due
Primary
Final Elections

ALL APPLICATIONS MUST BE IN BALLOT BOX
BY 5:00 PM ON DUE DATE.

t

I

,

BALLOT BOX LOCATION:

I

-

STUDENT ORGANIZATION, INC. (offkes) ·
CC-128

The International Student Association invites' all Kean College
students to their Spring 1981 programs:
Feb 24th • 25th · International Art Exhibition. Exhibits from many different countries. Snacks and drinks will be served. Location will be in
Grill Room from 10 a.m. · 6 p.m.
April 3rd• Trip to Washington· Places that will be visited will include
-White House, Aero-Space industry, Library · of Congress, Harvard
University, and many more.
April 23rd - International F~d Fair• Food from all o~er the world.
May 14th - LS.A. Annual Award Banquet.

We urge all old and new members to attend our meetings regularly,
and we thank those members that participated effectively during last
semester program. We also look forward to your joining us this spring
in our usual meeting place J-102 every Tuesday College Free Hour.
For more information on these programs crintact: LS.A. Secretary
-Carol McBeam 527-2888 or President · Alex Ajayi -527-2856.

\._
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BLOOD
DRIVE
_ sponsored by
SQUIR~S' FIRST AID SQUAD
Wednesday, February 25, 1981
11 :00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
in Sloane Lounge
The supply is less than the demand
We need your help!

CO-CURRICULAR
PROGRAM BOARD
presents

MAYA
ANGET~\)J
I

poeteSCP
<,\,,'di.or of
''T
'-'.v Why
Tl-""-..~-'d Bird Sings"
DATE:
M<utday, February 23, 1981
TIME: 8:15
PLACE: Wilkins Theatre

Gr~~Ew

Free Tickets Required
Student Activities Office
Oral Interpret~tions

i
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Swimmers Super Show At States

by Barba•a Heiser
On Friday the 13th, and Saturday, February 14th, Kean's
women's Swimmers and Divers
put it all together and finished 3rd
in the NJAIAW SWIMMING AND
DIVING CHAMPIONSHIPS
behind Rutgers University and
Trenton State College.
The Kean fishes tall :ed up 274
points in this meet. This total
helped the mermaids beat
Glassboro State who finished 4th
with 259 points, Montclair State
with 204, Monmouth College

with 183, and William Paterson
with 95 points. In dual meet competition, the Squirettes were
defeated by these 4 teams, but on
Saturday the mermaids got the
chance to taste sweet revenge!
It all started on f riday night with
divers Elizabeth Kelly and Karen
Scourzo. Here's a list of how eac h
individual swimmer or diver did:
Points were awarded for the top
twelve finishes:
SHARI BAUBLIS - 6th place and
new school record in the 200 yard
backstroke; member of 2nd place

and silver medalist 400 yd. free
relay team; member of 4th place
and record setting 400 yd . medley
relay team; 7th place and a new
personal best time in the 100 yd.
free; 8th in the 50 yd . free.
DONNA GREEN - 7th place in
1650 yd . freestyle; member of 2nd
place silver medalist 400 yd. free
relay; 11th place in the 500 yd.
free, 9th in the 200 yd . free; 8th in
the 200 freestyle -relay.
BARBARA HEISER - 11th place
and a personal best time in the
200 yard Butterfly, and a personal

best in 50 yd . butterfly.
ELIZABETH KELLY - 11th place
1 meter required dive, and 1
meter option,' dive; member of
2nd place, silver medalist 400 yd.
free relay; 7th place 50 yd
backstroke; personal best tim e in
the 50 yd . free.
KRISTINE KOEHLER - 3rd place
bronze medalist, and a new
school record in the 200 yard
Breaststroke; 6th place in the 100
yard Breaststroke; 8th in the 50
yd . Breaststroke.
LISA LAWLER - Member of 2nd

Friends sometimes question
}'9ur taste in movies.
But they7U see them with you anyway.

•

place si lver medalist 400 yard free
rel ay; 9th place and a personal
best time in the 100 yd .
backstroke; personal best time in
the 50 yd. backstroke.
BARBARA McGREGOR - 2nd
place, silver medalist, and a new
school record in the 100 yd .
freestyle; 2nd place and silver
medalist in the 200 yd. free; 3rd
place and bronze medalist in the
50 yd. free; 4th place and a new
school record in the 100 yd. Individual medley; member of 4th
place 400 yd. medley relay team .
JUDI McKEOWN - 5th place i
the 200 yd. Breaststroke; 7th
place and a personal best time in
the 100 yd. breaststroke; 7th
place in the 50 yd. breaststroke
and a personal best time. Member
of 10th place 200 yd ., free relay.
LYNESS RAYA - 6th place and a
new school record in the 200 yd .
Butterfly;" member of 4th place
400 yd . medley relay team; 9th
place and a personal best time in
the 100 yd . butterfly; 8th place
and a personal best time in the
200 yd. individual medley, and
the 50 yd . butterfly.

~ TRACY SHULTZ - 8th place i ~
the 1650 yd freestyle : personal
best times in the 500 yard, and the
200 yd freestyle.
CAROL ZIARKOWSKI
4th
place inthe 200 yd. breaststroke,
5th place in 100 yd. breaststroke;
7th place in th e 50 yd.
breaststroke; member of 4th place
400 yd . medley relay team. A new
school record in the 100 yd.
breaststroke.
KAREN SCOURZO - (DIVER)
8th place in the 1 meter required,
and the 1 mete r optional dive.
The Squirettes had the best state
championship finish in swi mming
in the history of Kean College
swi mming. It was definitely a
strong team effort.
In the two day event, 11 school
records were smashed, and 28
personal best times were done. 7
Swimmers will be going to the
Division Ill Eastern Championships at Frostburg State College in
- Maryl and. The 400 yd. medley
relay team of McGregor, Raya,
Baublis, and Ziarkowski, qualified
for competition, Kristine Koehler,
and Carol Ziarkowski qualified for
the 50 yd . breaststroke, the 200
yd . freestyle relay team of Baublis,
Kelly, McKeown, and McGregor,
qu alified for easterns. Divers
Elizabeth Kelly and Karen Scourzo
also qualified for eastern diving
competition .

It sounded fantastic in the newspaper.
But only to you. Still, you had to see it, and with
a little arm-twisting your friends agreed to
see it too.
· You've already heard a
barrage of jokes about your taste
in movies since the curtain came
down. And, knowing your friends,
it'U go on for weeks.
So, to make it up to them,
and show them your taste isn't
bad in everything, you do
something a little special. Tonight,
let it be Lliwenbrau.

Lowenbriiu.Here's to ~!!!Y.:im!!!§:pany.M
ilwaukee.W
isconsin

Much of the credit for the fine
performan ces has to go to
Coaches Howard Cushnir, Asst.
Tom Mericle, and Diving Coach
Rob Gib~ie. The three coaches
spent many long and sleepless
nights planning for thi s meet and
their work was rewarded .
Another person who deserves to
be applauded is Manager Susan
Schmidt. Sue labored hard behind
the sco rer's tabl e and th e
- microphone. And last but not
least, is the M en's Swim team
who helped with taking admission
at the door, took pictures, and
worked the tim ers and stopy;atches.
LANE LINES • - Swim Team
Celebration, Be There, Aloha ...
It' s nice to have legs again .. . Sue
you make the best chocolate chip
cookies! W ere we psyched or
were we psyched? Go Eastern ...
Just ca ll me Cliff! I think I' II stick to
skiing .. . I wanna kiss your eye!
Strobe light! It was the ultimate in
total grooviness!

•
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INTRAMURAL SPORTS
Five-Player Basketball

Scheduling has been completed for the 32 Five-Player
Basketball Teams . Exhibition
games will be played Wednesday
and Friday of this week. Regular
season games will begin Monday,
February 24. Schedules are
available in 0 -114, D' Angola
Gym .
Teams will compete in a Round
Robin Tournament until March
12. March 16 the top eight men' s
teams will advance to a Single
Elimination Playoff. The winner of
the Men' s Singl e Elimination
Tournament will then advance to
the Budweiser Extramural Tournament which is scheduled to start
March 31 .
The wom en' s di visi on will play
a Round Robin Tournament
which is scheduled to finish on
March 11 . All women' s teams that
complete the regular season will
be put into a Single Elimination
Tournament and seeded according to their season record .
Intramural Racquetball

Forty-three Racquetball Players
have been scheduled for Round
Robin play and have begun competition as of February 15. Players
havt:! one week to play one or two
,matches and report the results in
0-114, D' Angola Gym.
Round Robin Play will wind
down the week of March 15.
Playoffs will be held the week of
March 22.

Wrestling
All entries must be received by
noon on \.1arch 6 in ;J-114,

7-H~ DEr.AArM8J,

D' Angola Gym . The first weigh-in
will take place at the organization
meeting on March 10 at 1:40 in
D-125, D' Angola Gym.
A mandatory clinic will be held
Tuesday, March 17 at 5:30 in
CSW-118. Final weight classes
will be determined at this
meeting.
Space Invaders
Video Games

and

Astroids

The Department of IntramuralRecreational Sports and AlphaOmega Amusem ents are sponsoring a Space Invaders and Astroids
Video Games Tournament today,
Februry 19 in the Student Center
Lounge. Registration for the tournament opens at 11 :00 A.M . and
closes at 2:30 P.M .
Cash prizes will be awarded .
First place winner will take home
$25.00 and an Intramural Champion T-Shirt. Second place winner
will receive $15.00. The two student winners of the tournament at
Kean College will have the opportunity to· advance t-0 the Annual
Games Touranment sponsored by
the Association of College
Unions- International. The champions tournament will be held
February 27, 28 and March 1 at
William Paterson College.
The tournament today is structured so each contestant will play
one game of Space Invaders, with
a ten minute time limit and one
game of Astroids with a ten
minute time limit. The winners
will be the contestants with the
highest combined scores. No
warm-up games can be played at
the tournament site after 10:45
A.M. All warm-up games.can then

COMING EVENTS .....

All ' interested Badminton
Players - February 20, tomorrow,
is the last day to sign up for men's
and women' s singles and co-rec
divisions. Entries are being taken
in 0 -114, D' Angola Gym .
The organizational meeting will
be held on February 24, in 0 -125,
D' Angola, Gym, at 1:40 (College
Hour) . All entrants must attend.
All matches will consist of one
game to 15 points until the semifinal s when opposing sides shall
contest the best of three games to
15 points. Competition will be
held during college hour in
D'Angola Gym .
Basketball Freethrow Contest

The competition will be held
Tuesday, February 24 during college hour. Registration will open
at 1:30 P.M. at D' Angola Gym. All
participants must bring a current
Kean College 1.0.
A men's and women's division
will be offered . The female who
makes the most shots out of 25
will be declared the winner of the
women's division. The male who
makes the most out of 50 will be
declared the winner of the men's
division. However .. . each contestant in the men's division must be
successful on 17 of 25 throws to
qualify for the final round of 25
additional throws.

01="" INT~Ml/RAL AND ~A1\0NAt- 5~12..TS

· BASKE~U- FRE:E'JltPCW ·
~A--'tb ) I :4-0 PM IN
MAIN f:,,,i,JMNA-SI UM ·
C>N- St-n;:" RE=hlST1<.A-1loN
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· BAt>h\lNTON ·
~NTl<Y D£ADUN£ - F ~ U> ~
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D-12? D'AN00LA bY'M

REGISTRATION OPeJS AT IHX> AM .
a..osES AT 2 :30 PM.
. , GI\MES WILLBE"SmmD- 3 t x > .

P.M . in O-l 25A, D' Angola Gym,
the Ski Club Advisor, Ron
Donohue will show a film entitled
" The Cowboy and the Frenchman", a ski film comedy! New
Co--Rec Two--Player Basketball
One man plus one woman members are always welcome.
. Sunday, March 1 the Ski Club
equal a dynamic duo for Co-Rec
will sponsor a trip to Hunter
Two Player Basketball.
Teams must be entered by Mountain. Bu·s trip and lift ticket
February 27 at noon. A represen- only $14.00!
Sign up for these trips at the Ski
tative from each team must attend
the organizational meeting on Club table in the Student Center
March 3 in 0-125, D' Angola Gym just outside the cafeteria. Table
hours are 10:30 A.M . - 2:00 P.M .,
at 1:40 P.M.
High Schoof Federation Rules Monda,y - Thursday. Sign ups will
will be followed with some be taken at the Ski Club table or at
modification from the Depart- any of the Tuesday Ski Club
ment of Intramural-Rec reational . meetings listed above.
Ski trips have been filling quickSports.
The winning team will ·receive ly so sign up early to assure
Intramural Champion T-Shirts.
yourself a seat on the bus!
In the event of a tie in either
division, there will be a " matchshot" sudden death shoot out.

SPORTS CLUBS

The Second Annual Sports
Clubs Reorganizational Meeting
was held February 17 in D' Angola
Gym. Sports Clubs advisors gave a
brief presentation to interested
Sports Clubs participants. As a
result of this meeting, the Sports
Clubs calendar is complete and
can be picked up in D-114,
D' Angola Gym. This calendar will
provide you with a list of the advisors and the meeting times and
places of the Sports Clubs. Most of
the Clubs welcome new members
throug'hout Spring semester. If
after you pick up a schedule you
have any further questions, please
conta<;:t the Department of
Intramural-Recreational Sports at
527-2229.

· 0ASl<,E.T8·A L\.. ·
tt\

"3"31

D-125 · D 'AN"b01.-A &HN\

· WRESTLING, ·
EI\JTRY DcAD\..INE MAl<C.I+ b

-4+,

c;tzbANIZA'TlONAL ME"S,-11\Jb MA-Rc-~.J I04t.

D- IZ5 D 'AtJ~C>l-A G:;<-?rv\

Ultimate Frisbee

Ultimate Frisbee - The Newest
Addition to Sports Clubs.
Ultimate Frisbee is a team sport
that involves vigorous running
and "frisbee throwing" activity.
Frisbee enthusiasts should think
about getting into shape early as
Kenny Pace, advisor, has two contests scheduled already. Kenny is
hoping to get interested participants outdoors as soon as the
weather permits.
INFORMAL RECREATION

The main gymnasium (D-110)
and the auxiliary gymnasium
(0-133) are now scheduled to accommodate the Intramural FivePlayer Basketball leagues. lnfor•
mal Recr~ation, thfrefore,. will
not be offered until the conclu~sion of the evening' s games. ·
The gymnasium will be
available for Informal Recreation
as follows: Fridays 8:00 - 11 :00
P.M. and Saturdays and Sundays
12:00 - 5:00 P.M.

,NCAA Ta-k eover
by Linda LaMona
The National Collegiate Athletic
Association recently had its 1981
convention where it was voted to
form a championship program
and a structure to govern
women's athletics to begin this
fal!, the 1981 -82 academic year.
The Association for Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women, who has
nurtured the growth of female
...athletics for the past 10 years,
would no longer exist. The AIAW
was appalled by this.

CO-REC TWO PLAYER
MM<W

2 .. PUCE:$15.- f

FEB. 19""' STU~NT-CENTER

Ski Report: Coming Events
-Sunday, February 22 the Ski Club
will sponsor a trip to Hunter
Mountain. Bus trip and ski lift
ticket only $14.00!
Tuesday, February 24 at 1:40

RE'-l~~nOf\J

Oi2t,,ANl7.A"flON AL /AEE'"Clt\) (-:;

00

Ski Club

EVEWr TC> 0E A.AVE!> rM~~IA-TLY

eNtRY DE4DWN~ FGB 1...7

.1... PL.ACE $25.

Badminton

c ·OMING E~ITTS

AFrSZ

:t

be played in the game room in
Dougall Hall.
· A Kean College 1.0. is required
to register and participate.

Many women athletic administrators, including Pat Hannisch of Kean, felt that the reason
for the proposed takeover is
because women' s sports are now
a sellable market. The NCAA saw
it as another source of income.
The takeover has thrown
women's sports into chaos.. Under
. the NCAA tournament, everyone
can compete under different
guidelines. Institutions can decide
to play championships under the

NCAA or the AIAW. Other than
the rule differences, the NCAA is
able to , go into the homes of
athletes to recruit them . The
AIAW prohibits recruiting. This is
going to affect female high school
athletes, wh9 could choose a
school because of the free ride
they would get instead of the type
of education they should receive.
Pat Hannisch, pr~sident of the
New Jersey branch of the AIAW
(the NJAIAW) stated that, "Our
future is in the hands of the ind ivid ua I institutions . " She
predicted that 80"/o of the
membershi of the AIAW will remain with it for the first year until
they find out what their competitors are doing.
Most college presidents want a
single governing athletic body.
The A~AW hoped for bilateral
negotiations between NCAA and
the AIAW - not a takeover that
hurts women's athletics more
than helps it.

/'
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Skaters Tied By Stonybrook 3-3 In Final :24
by The Wiz

Th e Kean College Hockey team (15-4-3) m issed a golden
opportun ity to win their second Eastern Division championship in four years as Stonybrook rallied for three third
period goals to tie the Express at the Nassau Colisium Tuesday afternoon .
The game was an important one
for boch clubs. Kean, with a victory would clinch the division
crown and a first round bye in the
Metropolitan Collegiate Hockey
Conference playoffs. Stonybrook,
a division foe, needed at least a tie
to - remain in contention for the
leagues final playoff spot.
The Patriots scored with just :24
seconds remaining to cap a
dramatic third period comeback.
The Squires, who dominated pla y
with a 53-28 advantage in shots on
goal, led ·2-0 going into the final
period of play. Sophomore
defenseman John Calise gave the
Express the lead midway through
the fi rst period. Taking a pass from
Kean goalie Lou Nyitray, Calise
went the length of the ice and put
th e puck past Stonybrook goa lie
Greg Kwas for Kean 's first score at
the Nassau Colisium . Nyitray, who
picked up his first point of the
season with the assist, was forced
to make several spectacula r saves
in the final minutes of the first
period as Kean played very
disorga nized hockey.
The second period was all Kean,
as the Express fired 32 shots on the
Stonybrook goal but could only
manage one score. Kean 's top
scorer, junior winger Chad Reiber
took a pass from defenseman Dan
Celia no and beat Kwas to give
Kean a 2-0 lead. Bob Guimaraes
also picked up an assist on the
score. The goal gave Reiber 41
points on the season. Overall, the
" Ethni c Lin ~ " of Rei b e r ,
Guimaraes and center Bob Roche
has combined for a total of 107
points to surpass Kean's all time
high scoring " Griff Line." Mike
Griffin, John Primavera and,om
Mullin of the 1978 championship
club tallied 105 points during the
78 season .
John Calise's second goal of the
game gave the Squires a 3-2 third
period lead with eight minutes remaining. Stonybrook continued to
play hungry hockey and N yitray
averted total disaster for th e
Squires, making several big saves
during the fin al minutes.
Stonybrook pulled goalie Chris
Kwas with one minute remaining
and the Squires had several opportunities to score the empty net
goal but were unsuccessful . Kean,
an offensive club which has had
trouble clearing the puck out of
th eir own zone this season, saw
their fears realized when with just
:24 seconds remaining in the
game, Stonybrook 's Chris Callagy
slipped the puck through a crowd
in front of the Kean net and under
Nyitray to give StonybroC:k their
much needed point and force the
Squires to wait until Monday night
for their final shot at locking up
the division crown.

Monday, Kean will fa ce Columbia University at the Branch Brook
Ice Center in Newark at 8:00 p.m.
The Express defeated Columbia
7-3 early in the season but the
Lions have been playing tough
hockey to date, having knocked
off Stonybrook last week.
After the Stonybrook shocker,
man y of the Kean skaters were in
shock, disappointed in failing to
cap off a fabulous season by capturing the title at the home of th e
NHL champs, the New York
Islanders. Coach Tom O ' Donnell,
although disappointed with the
games outcome, was still optimistic about his young Squire
team. " A game like this can be a
learning experience one that I feel
we desparately needed. This game
highlighted something that I have
said all season long - ability does
not win championships; cha racter
does and tonight Stonybrook
showed more character than we
did by not giving up." O ' Donnell
continued, " Now we have a
chance to w in our division at
home on Monday night and
perhaps it was meant to be."
Last Sunday night, the Squires
picked up th eir 12th league win of
the .year against another team
fighting for a playoff spot. Led by
Bob Roche's two goals and Chad
Reiber 's three assists, th e Express
dumped William Paterson 5-2.
Lou Nyitray once again was super
in the Kean nets as the Sq uires
were lax in their own end. Bob
Guimaraes, Don Gamberdella and
Mark Pica also scored for the
Squires.
ICE CHIRPS - There are 10
members of this years team who
played on the 78 championship
club ... Coach O'Donnell is top
Division Ill ECAC coach with
80-36-12 mark ... To tough ECAC
games this weekend for Sq uires
-Ramapo on Sat. night and Division II Siena College in Schenectady on Sunday afternoon ... O'Donnell offered " no comm ent" to
questions in Colisium press room
after Stonybrook game ... Kean is
MCHL best second half club with
just 5 losses in 4 seasons... " You
hate to see it happen!" ... Coaches
call first ever team meeting after
bu s
returned
following
Stonybrook shocker. Quite interesting ... First and maybe last
overnight , for Squires this
weekend. Look out Travel Lodge,
here come the Express ... Nyitray
despite poor eyesite-and bad knee
has 4.00 goals against ave . and
13-4-2 record ... Oates picks up
two assists in 11-3 bombing of
Seton Hall ... Reiber 16-25-41 ,
Roche 18-17-35 and Guimaraes
17-14-31 lead Squires in scoring ...
COLUMBIA MONDAY NIGHT
-BE THERE ALOAH .
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Action during Kean's 11-3 win over Seton Hall last Wednesday.

·THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
Thurs. Feb. 19

Women 's Basketba ll : Trenton St.

H 8:15

Sat. Feb. 21

Men's Basketball : Ramapo

A 2:30

Women's Basketball: Temple

H 4:00

Hockey: Ramapo

A 6:00

Sun. Feb. 22

Hockey: Siena

A 5:00

Mon. Feb. 23

Hockey: Columbia

H 8:00

PLAYER OF THE WEEK
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Baseball Strike?
Dy Linda M oufang
As the 1981 baseball season approaches, rumors of another
strike run rampant. It appears that
a dispute has erupted between
the Players Association and the
owners of the major league teams
over the issue free agent compensation. The owners want to be
compensated for the loss of a free
agent when he signs with another
team ; the players disagree.
Because of their inability to come
to an agreement, the Players
Association is threatening to
strike-agai n.
The Baseball Commissioner,

Bowie Kuhn, should°design a law
which gives players, umpires, and ·
team a specific amount of tim e in
which to take action on any one
major league issue, say frorn Oct.
20 - Jan . 20. If a strike should be
called anytime after the deadline,
a heavy fine would be imposed .
We kn.ow that the players want
the owners to suffer some fin ancial loss so ' that their demands
would be met without a fi ght - it' s
all big business, but isn' t it about
time the public's interests are put
first? I mean people want to go to
1
the games to see their favorite
teams play, not picket!

Presenting the Miller/ Independent Athlete of the Week to Barbara McGregor Co. are Indy Sports
Editor, Bryan Davis and Indy Sports Coordinator, Joe Pietanza (R). Missing from photo is Campus
Rep. Steve Valvano. Trophy donated by Kristen Distributing.
by Joe Pie tanza
This week 's Mil/er/ Independent Athl ete of th e W ee k is sw immer Barbara M cGregor. M cG rego r has bPC'n on a
record tea r of late and has bee n most impressive. She kee ps brea king her own record s.
Th e Art-Ed major is a stud ent teac her in thi s, her se nior yea r. Sh e obviou sly enjoys swimming and has bePn
very successful at her sport. She has already m<1d e the eastern regio nal competiti o n and is hopi ng to make th P
nati o nals. Th e fee ling is that if she stays at the pace she' s at now, she' s a shoe- in .
Ju st running off her stats, she set new sc hool records in 100 yd . freestyl e an d in th e 100 yd i ndi vidual medley.
Th e w eek befo re she set a new record fo r th e 200 yd,freestyle.
So, co ngratul ati ons Barba ra an d keep up th e good work!

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
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